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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging modality
that provides excellent soft tissue contrast without using ionizing radiations.
These qualities/properties make MRI the preferred imaging modality for crit-
ical organs like heart and brain. Over the past decade, the advancement in
hardware and image reconstruction algorithms has led to substantial improve-
ments in MRI in terms of imaging speeds, quality and reliability. However,
MRI speeds need to be further improved while retaining/maintaining the im-
age quality given that the emerging medical diagnostic procedures are increas-
ingly relying on detailed characterization of physiological functions that evolve
on time scales too fast to be captured using conventional MRI methods.
This dissertation starts with presenting a sparse signal recovery based
fast MRI method. This method synergistically combines a data redundancy
vii
scheme for high frequency details with a novel and physically realizable MR
signal encoding formulation. The new signal encoding formulation uses clini-
cally deployed tagging radio frequency pulses to mix information in the spatial
frequency domain prior to acquisition. Thus, the new formulation leads to a
more uniform coverage of spatial frequency information even at high accelera-
tions. The synergistic combination of image-detail redundancy encoding with
tagging based signal encoding allows recovery of edges and fine structures with
unprecedented quality.
Next, this dissertation evaluates the use of fast spiral trajectories for
high spatial resolution functional imaging of human superior colliculus. Gra-
dient efficient and motion-robust spiral trajectories are used to keep fMRI
scan durations short. . However, high resolution imaging of human subcor-
tical structures using these trajectories is limited due to the weak functional
responses of SC structures and also low signal-to-noise ratio associated with
small voxels. To improve the functional sensitivity of spiral trajectories, dual
echo variants are used. Combination of two echoes of the dual-echo variants
reduces noise and thereby improves the functional sensitivity of high resolution
fMRI.
Lastly, this dissertation presents a novel formulation for fast dynamic
MRI which combines the generic linear dynamical system model with sparse
recovery techniques. Specifically, the formulation uses a known prior spatio-
temporal model to predict the underlying image and uses sparse recovery tech-
niques to recover the residual image. The spatio-temporal evolution model
viii
inherently encodes for coupled data redundancies in the spatial- and temporal-
dimensions. Also, the generalizability of the formulation in choosing the evo-
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The non-ionizing property of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) makes
it the preferred choice of modality for imaging organs such as brain, heart and
muscles [135]. MRI offers a variety of contrast mechanisms allowing excellent
visualization of both anatomical structures and physiological functions [97].
In addition, the ability of MR imaging to tune the contrast to an underlying
tissue of interest makes it a versatile diagnostic and scientific-research tool.
However, due to physical and physiological constraints, the data acquisition
in MRI is sequential in time which makes MRI a slow imaging modality. Like
MRI, Computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET)
are sequential imaging modalities with limited acquisition speeds. Ultrasound
by comparison, is relatively a fast imaging modality. Regardless of speed,
however, CT, PET and ultrasound cannot deliver the contrast versatility, high
SNRs and spatial resolution as MRI. For MRI, the sequential acquisition pro-
cess leads to a three-way trade-off between: 1) the acquisition time, 2) the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and, 3) the spatial resolution [84, 99, 135]. This
trade-off limits the application of MRI in several diagnostic scenarios, such as:
myocardial perfusion for ischemia detection [64, 65], brain perfusion for tumor
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detection [5] and, functional brain imaging (fMRI studies) for systemic brain
disease or psychiatric disorder detection [121]. Operating within the trade-off
triangle for functional imaging leads to either sub-diagnostic quality images or
long scan durations. Mitigating these limitations would bring the advantages
of MRI to myocardial and cerebral perfusion studies and brain fMRI, and
in particular help us improve the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnosis
through high temporal and spatial imaging resolutions.
Dynamic MRI applications such as perfusion studies and functional
brain MRI (fMRI) require high spatial and temporal resolutions to characterize
the underlying physiological process accurately both in space and time. First-
pass myocardial perfusion MRI detects and evaluates ischemic heart disease
[64, 65]. Fast MR imaging (MRI) during the first pass of an injected contrast
agent is required to assess myocardial perfusion to detect any regional impair-
ments of myocardial blood flow that may lead to ischemia [64, 65]. Myocardial
perfusion measures the micro-circulation in tissue and requires high spatial
and temporal resolutions to perform assessments at the requisite high infor-
mation rates [65]. Similarly, functional MRI studies aimed at resolving signals
within the neocortical laminae require sub-millimeter spatial resolutions to
further understand the computational processing of the brain [37, 38, 110]. In
another brain region of interest, high spatial resolution is critical to resolve
the topographic representations of sensory processing within the laminae of
the superior colliculus, a laminar structure with three mm-scale regions in
depth. The superficial layers receive direct retinal inputs, intermediate layers
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are associated with visual attention and oculomotor responses, and deep layers
play a role in multi-sensory integration. In addition, faster acquisitions of neu-
ral activation are needed to characterize their faster hemodynamic responses
as compared to cortical gray matter [37]. Thus, with emerging medical and re-
search applications, the challenge in MR imaging is to reduce image acquisition
times while maintaining high spatial resolutions and good SNRs. This thesis
is focused on novel techniques for increasing MR imaging speed in myocardial
perfusion studies and brain fMRI, while maintaining fine spatial resolutions
and satisfactory SNR . The proposed techniques are generalizable and can be
easily extended to other dynamic applications, in process reducing the scan
durations and the cost of clinical MRI.
Previously, many techniques have exploited the raw data redundancy
in the spatial and/or temporal dimensions to reduce the acquisition time for
dynamic MRI [91, 124]. These techniques show limited performance improve-
ments at low accelerations (≤ 2). In recent years, many fast MRI techniques
based on the theory of Compressed Sensing (CS) [30, 87, 88] have emerged.
CS based MRI methods rely on recovering the sparse representation of the
underlying image in a sparsifying basis that exhibits high incoherency with
the sensing basis using non-linear algorithms. CS-MRI methods recover im-
ages with good SNRs at low acceleration factors (< 4); however, they pro-
duce sub-diagnostic quality images at higher acceleration factors (≥ 4). Al-
ternative techniques rely on some form of data sharing. For example, the
highly constrained back-projection (HYPR) [42, 94, 95] and the k-t focal under-
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determined system solver (k-t FOCUSS) [66, 140] techniques proposed for fast
dynamic MR applications rely on under-sampling high frequency components
in an image time-series under the assumption that high frequency details do
not change over time. Both HYPR and the k-t FOCUSS techniques show lim-
ited performance improvements for myocardial perfusion imaging and fMRI
acquisitions, respectively.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, fast MRI techniques based on sparse recovery techniques
and modifications to the underlying MR signal encoding are proposed.
1. For my first contribution, I propose a fast MRI method that uses dictio-
nary learning for sparse representation of image-patches for redundancy
encoding and a novel MR signal encoding formulation which uses spatial
modulations with radio frequency (RF) pulses for raw data acquisition.
The modulation of spatial amplitudes in the proposed signal encoding
formulation leads to acquisition of data samples that are mixtures of the
standard k-space samples. Thus, the new formulation leads to a more
uniform coverage of k-space information even at high accelerations. The
true innovation of the proposed fast MRI method is the synergistic com-
bination of image-details based redundancy encoding with the tagging-
based MR signal encoding formulation. The power of the method is
demonstrated using various experiments on in-vivo MRI data sets for
both static and dynamic applications.
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2. For my second contribution, I propose to develop, tune and evaluate
dual-echo spiral variants for high-resolution functional imaging in hu-
man superior colliculus (SC). The magnetic resonance imaging data for
subcortical structures (like SC) in human cranium exhibits low SNR
and low functional CNR due to their deep location and weak functional
response to strong stimuli. To overcome these challenges, I evaluate
the use of dual-echo spiral variants that combine outward and inward
trajectories. Acquisition of two echoes using dual-echo variants should
increase the available contrast as well as reduce noise. Specifically, in-
in, in-out, and out-out combinations are evaluated. For completeness,
single-echo spiral in and a parallel-receive accelerated EPI sequence are
also evaluated. All sequences are compared relative to a single-echo
spiral-out trajectory to establish a within-session reference. Sequence
evaluation is based on comparison of functional contrast-to-noise ratio
within retinotopically predefined regions-of-interest. The sequences were
also compared in early visual cortex.
3. For my third contribution, I propose a novel formulation for fast dy-
namic MRI which combines the generic linear dynamical system model
with sparse-recovery methods. Specifically, the formulation uses a known
prior time-evolution model for the physiological function implicitly and
enforces the model errors (innovations) to be sparse. This time-evolution
model inherently encodes for data redundancies in both spatial- and
temporal-dimension as opposed to techniques account for them explicitly.
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Use of the prior model results in highly compressible innovation signals
that are recovered with high fidelity even from strongly under-sampled
data. Various experiments for both Cartesian and radial under-sampling
experiments on in-vivo myocardial perfusion data demonstrate the im-
proved performance of the proposed formulation over that of k-space
data-sharing and sparse-recovery techniques individually.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This dissertation is organized as follows: The following chapter (Chap-
ter 2) presents a short introduction of magnetic resonance imaging, the com-
pressed sensing theory and the linear dynamical system model. Section 2.1
contains a high-level overview of MR physics, signal generation, spatial encod-
ing and image reconstruction for Cartesian and non-Cartesian acquisitions.
Section 2.2 reviews the general compressed sensing theory followed by its ap-
plications in MRI. Section 2.3 briefly reviews the linear dynamical system and
the Kalman filter. In the final section 2.4 a short literature review of methods
used for increasing MRI speeds is presented.
Chapter 3 presents the radio-frequency tagging pulses based MR signal
encoding formulation. A brief review of tagging pulses followed by the com-
plete mathematical treatment of the proposed signal encoding formulation
is presented in section 3.2. Section 3.3 details the redundancy encoding for
high-frequency details in MR images through dictionary learning techniques.
Finally, section 3.4 presents the validation of the proposed fast MRI technique
6
through experiments on various static and dynamic in-vivo data sets.
Chapter 4 describes the development and evaluation of dual echo spiral
variants for high resolution functional imaging of human superior colliculus
and early visual cortex. Section 4.2 is focused on the implementation details
of Archimedean spiral trajectories and the dual echo sequence development.
Section 4.3 describes the MRI methods used to acquire functional data for
different sequence variants on healthy human volunteers. This section also
details the methods used to analyze the functional data. Finally, section 4.4
presents the results followed with discussion in section 4.5.
Chapter 5 details the linear dynamical system based fast dynamic MRI
formulation. A short literature review of previous techniques used for im-
proving speeds in dynamic MRI is also presented. Section 5.2 presents the
mathematical treatment of the proposed LDS formulation, the sparse recovery
problem and its solution. Results on an in-vivo myocardial data set using the
proposed technique and its comparison with previous techniques is presented
in section 5.3
Finally, in Chapter 6 I summarize the contributions of my work for




2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance (NMR) phenomenon which has a quantum mechanical nature. However,
at the macroscopic scale, i.e., at the scale of MR image voxel size (∼mm)
the NMR phenomenon can be accurately described using classical physics
[14, 84, 99]. A short review of MRI signal generation is presented in sec. 2.1.1.
Signal encoding techniques are summarized in sec. 2.1.2. Finally, section 2.1.3
details the reconstruction of images from the MRI signal.
2.1.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance arises in the nuclei of
atoms with an odd number of nucleons. These nuclei possess spin angular
momentum, which is observed in various biologically-important atomic nuclei
(1H, 31P, 23Na), however because 1H is the most abundant in the body, most
human imaging is based on the proton NMR signal. Atomic nuclei with non-
zero spin angular momentum generate a magnetic field that is characterized
by a magnetic dipole moment µ = µxî + µy ĵ + µzk̂, where î, ĵ and k̂ are the
units vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system.
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The total magnetization moment within a volume is the vector sum of
all individual magnetic dipole moments. i.e., M =
∑
i∈vol µi where, µi is the
magnetic moment for the ith nucleus. In absence of an external magnetic field,
at thermal equilibrium the dipole moments are randomly oriented resulting in
net magnetization M = 0. However, under a strong external static magnetic
field B0, a small fraction of the magnetic moments (µi) align themselves in
the direction of the field to yield a non-zero magnetization moment M . The
fraction of nuclei that align with the field is tiny, e.g., 37 ppm at 3T field
strength, because the energy of the spin transition is correspondingly small
compared to the background thermal energy of the tissue. In NMR, it is
this net magnetic moment (or simply magnetization) that is manipulated to
produce a measurable signal. The B0 field direction, which is generally taken
to be the z-axis and its perpendicular plane (x, y) are often referred to as the
longitudinal direction and the transverse plane.
The interaction of the magnetization M with an external magnetic field
B is governed by the Bloch equation,
dM
dt






where, M0 is the equilibrium magnetization corresponding to the static compo-
nent of the field B, Mz and Mxy are the longitudinal and transverse component
of M , T1 and T2 are constants and are specific to different types of tissues and,
γ is the gyromagnetic ratio which is a known constant unique for different
nuclear species. For a static magnetic field [B(t) = B0] the magnetization will
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fluctuate around its equilibrium value (M0). To create a detectable signal, a
circularly polarized radio frequency (RF) field B1(t) is applied in addition to
the static field resulting in a time-varying magnetic field B(t) = B0 + B1(t).
The RF field tips the net magnetization away from the longitudinal direction
producing a transverse magnetization component Mxy. The tipped magneti-





where, f0 denotes the precession frequency, B0 the static field strength, and
γ
2π
is a constant (42.57 MHz/T). This frequency is an important quantity known
as the Larmor Frequency. The magnetization is resonant at that well-defined
frequency. Siemens 3T clinical MR systems have a frequency of f0=124 MHz.
It is the transverse component of the precessing magnetization that produces
a signal detectable by receiver coils.
In MRI, the application of the RF field B1(t) is termed as excitation,
and is a short lived process. After excitation, the time evolution of the net
magnetization is described by the Bloch equation (eqn. (2.1)). The solution to
Bloch equation for a magnetization M(t) with initial value M(0) = Mx(0)̂i+




−t/T1 +M0(1− e−t/T1) (2.3b)
where, we use the complex phasor notation Mxy(t) = Mx(t) + iMy(t), and
it is assumed that Bz = B0 + 4B, with 4B  B0 such that at thermal
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equilibrium the magnetization M0 is not significantly perturbed. After ex-
citation the transverse magnetization experiences exponential decay with a
time constant T ∗2 (eqn. (2.3a)) and the longitudinal component experiences
exponential recovery with a time constant T1 (eqn. (2.3b)). The apparent








where T2 is associated with spin-spin dephasing interactions, and T
′
2 is asso-
ciated with dephasing relatively static field in homogeneities. The relaxation
parameters (T1, T
∗
2 , and T2 ) are one of the most important image contrast
mechanisms as different types of tissues have different relaxation parameters.
The time-varying transverse magnetization Mxy(t) results in magnetic
flux changes in the receiver coils that generate an electromotive force in the
coil. Therefore, the received signal sr(t) is derived from the contributions of







where, r = (x, y, z) corresponds to coordinate tuple inside the volume of in-
terest.
There are several RF coil geometries that are used in current MRI
systems. They include solenoidal coils, which are used when the B0 field is
perpendicular to the body axis. Birdcage coils are used when B0 field axis is
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parallel to the body axis. Surface coils are localized coils that are coupled to a
limited region of the body. Surface coils are appropriate for imaging superficial
structures. Compared to using a head or body birdcage coil as the receiver
coil, surface coils achieve a better SNR in superficial regions because of higher
image-volume to noise-volume ratio. In contrast, surface coils are associated
with highly non-uniform transmit B1 distribution. Conventionally, a single
coil is used for both the RF excitation and signal reception. However, separate
coils maybe used for transmit and receive portions. A critical requirement for
good SNR in MRI is to achieve a uniform RF excitation. Thus, it is desirable
to achieve uniform excitation with a head or body coil but to receive signal
from a localized region using a surface coil for better SNR. While a single
surface coil provides higher SNR in a localized region, surface coil arrays are
commonly used because they extend the available field-of-view while retaining
the higher advantages. Coil arrays are also useful for scan acceleration.
2.1.2 Spatial Encoding and k-Space
The signal sr(t) in eqn. (2.5) is volume-accumulated and lacks spatial
position information for smaller imaging units, i.e., voxels. To encode the
spatial information various mechanisms are available [14, 72, 84, 99], the most
common forms involve designing4B in eqn. (2.5) to have spatial and temporal
variations. In addition to the static field B0 and the RF field B1(t), three
gradient fields, Gx(t), Gy(t) and Gz(t) are used to create linear variations in
the longitudinal magnetic field strength as a function of spatial position. Note,
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all these gradient fields are in the longitudinal direction, i.e., k̂, however their
strength varies and the direction of the variation in field strength is along the
designated axis. For example, when Gx is applied, the magnetic field will vary
with position
B(x, y, z) = (B0 +Gxx)k̂ (2.6)
As a result, the precession frequency of the magnetization will vary in propor-
tion to the gradient field, i.e., in eqn. (2.6), for Gx > 0, protons will precess
slowly at x < 0 than at x > 0. This variation is used to resolve the spatial
distribution.
Spatial encoding through the use of linear gradient fields during data
acquisition, as in Lauterbur’s original experiment [81], has become the most
widely-used spatial encoding mechanism in MRI, and has a very convenient
Fourier-domain interpretation [77, 126]. To see this Fourier relation more con-
cretely consider the following: the gradient-induced variation in precession
frequency causes a location dependent phase dispersion to develop. The addi-





where ~G(t) is a vector of the gradient fields amplitudes. The phase of mag-
netization is the integral of frequency starting from time zero (immediately
following the RF excitation):





















where, ρ(r) = Mxy(r, t)× e−t/T
∗
2 is the desired relaxation-weighted images and
e(−i2πf0t) has been omitted for the baseband signal demodulation. The eqn.
2.10 matches the Fourier-transform relationship between the desired image
ρ(r) and observed signal sr(t). Alternatively, the received signal sr(t) at time
t is the Fourier transform of the object ρ(r) sampled at the spatial frequency
k(t). This spatial-frequency transform domain is commonly known as the
k -space in the MRI community [86, 126].
2.1.3 Pulse Sequences and Imaging
The design of an MRI acquisition method centers on developing the
gradient waveforms G(t) that drive the MR system. These waveforms, along
with the associated RF pulses used to produce the magnetization, are called a
pulse sequence. The integral of the G(t) waveforms traces out a trajectory k(t)
in k-space. In principle, a complete MR image can be reconstructed from a
single acquisition by using a k-space trajectory that covers the region of k-space
determined by the desired spatial resolution [8]. This is commonly done in
applications such as imaging brain activation. However, for most applications
this results in inadequate temporal resolution and excessive image artifacts.
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Figure 2.1 shows the pulse sequence diagram for the Gradient Recalled Echo
(GRE) sequence. The three gradient waveforms, the RF pulse and the ADC
output are shown. For demonstration purposes a sample k -space and the
corresponding Nyquist sampled image are also shown.
Due to physical and physiological constraints the usable maximum gra-
dient strength and slew rate (rate-of-change) are limited. High gradient am-
plitudes and rapid switching produces peripheral nerve stimulation in patients
[23]. Also from the perspective of signal-to-noise ratio, high gradients require
large acquisition bandwidth of the desired signal, leading to increased measure-
ment noise. Thus, k-space trajectories are traversed smoothly and relatively
slowly compared to the maximum limits of gradient system. In addition, the
exponential magnetization decay limits the number of k -space samples that
can be acquired after every excitation. As a result, most MRI imaging meth-
ods use multiple repetitions of RF excitation and spatial encoding; each one
samples a part of k-space. The data from the multiple repetitions is then
used to reconstruct an image. The relatively time-consuming nature of this
procedure is one of the primary limitations of MRI.
Although, there are physical and physiological limitations to how fast
the k -space can be traversed, there is considerable freedom in designing the
path a k-space trajectory traverses for each acquisition. Figure 2.2 shows some
of the commonly used 2D and 3D k -space trajectories. Cartesian or 2DFT ac-
quisition uses straight lines from a Cartesian grid and is used widely in both
clinical imaging and research application. However, many other trajectories
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Figure 2.1: A typical two-dimensional gradient-echo pulse sequence. Shown are
lines representing activity of the radiofrequency field (RF) and the three spatial
gradients. The pulse sequence begins with a combined slice selection gradient Gslice
and excitation pulse, followed by rephrase lobe to correct spin phase along the slice
direction. The Gphase gradient is used for selecting one line of k -space following each
excitation pulse, while theGread gradient is turned on during signal acquisition. This
sequence is known as a gradient-echo sequence, and it acquires each line of k-space
following a separate excitation. Following n excitations, all of k-space is filled and
image acquisition is complete.
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Figure 2.2: Common sampling trajectories. Top, left to right: Cartesian 2D, Carte-
sian echo-planar, radial, spiral. Bottom left to right: Cartesian 3D, stack of radial,
3D radial, 3D stack of spirals. Figure originally appeared in [89]
such as radial, echo-planar-imaging and spiral are also used. Radial acquisi-
tions are less susceptible to motion artifacts than Cartesian trajectories [49],
and can be significantly under-sampled without unsatisfactory artifacts [116],
especially for high contrast objects [6, 104]. Spirals make efficient use of the
gradient system hardware, are robust to motion artifacts, and are used in real-
time and rapid imaging applications [93]. All of these geometries can be used
for both 2D and 3D k -space acquisitions.
Cartesian trajectories allow for fast and efficient image reconstruction
from the acquired k -space data. The reconstruction can be performed with a
simple inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT). In comparison, the reconstruction
from non-Cartesian data is more complicated. In general, the reconstruction
involves resampling the k -space data to a Cartesian grid followed by the FFT
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[62] operation. There are two common approaches to resampling the data. The
first approach is based on “grid driven” interpolation, where the value at each
grid point is interpolated from the neighboring k -space data. The second is
the “data driven” interpolation where the contribution from each sampled data
point is added to the adjacent grid points, this approach is commonly known
as “gridding reconstruction”. Also, for the radial acquisition and specially
designed spiral trajectories, the filtered back-projection technique can be used
[93].
The size and density for each k-space trajectory is based on the num-
ber of samples required to meet the Nyquist criterion. The Nyquist criterion
is in turn dependent on the imaging field-of-view and the desired resolution.
Image field-of-view determines the density of the k-space samples: the sam-
pling density must increase with the size of the object being imaged. Image
resolution is dependent on the highest spatial frequency acquired: the size of
acquired k -space region must increase with spatial resolution. A violation of
the Nyquist criterion results in under-sampling artifacts. Figure 2.3 shows few
examples of under-sampling for the Cartesian acquisitions.
2.2 Compressed Sensing
The field of Compressed Sensing (CS) grew out of the work of Candes,
Romberg, and Tao and of Donoho, who showed that a finite-dimensional sig-
nal with a sparse or compressible representation can be recovered from a small
set of linear, non-adaptive measurements [15–17, 19, 30, 31]. A sparse signal
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Figure 2.3: Simulation of under-sampling artifacts for Cartesian acquisition. (a)
& (b) Nyquist sampled reference k -space and image. (c) & (d) The supported field
of view is determined by the sampling density. Coherent folding is produced by
insufficient sampling density. (e) & (f) Image resolution is determined by the extent
of the k-space that is covered.
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can be represented exactly as a linear combination of just a few elements from
a known basis or dictionary. Sparse signal models provide a mathematical
framework for capturing the fact that in many cases high-dimensional signals
contain relatively little information compared to their ambient dimension. An
important point in practice is that few real-world signals are truly sparse;
rather they are compressible, meaning that they can be well-approximated
by a sparse signal. The CS result suggests that it may be possible to sense
sparse/compressible signals by taking far fewer measurements, hence the name
compressed sensing. Note, however, that CS systems typically acquire mea-
surements in the form of inner products between the signal and more general
test functions as opposed to the classic sampling where the signal is acquired
at specific points in time.
The compressed sensing approach requires that: (a) the desired sig-
nal have a sparse representation in a known sparsifying transform domain,
(b) the sampling basis should be incoherent with the sparsifying basis and,
(c) a nonlinear reconstruction be used to enforce both sparsity of the signal
representation and consistency with the sampled data.
2.2.1 Signal Recovery Formulation
Compressed sensing reconstructs the unknown signal x from its under-
sampled measurements y, or equivalently solves an under-determined system
of linear equations Ex = y by minimizing the l0 quasi norm (i.e., the number
of non-zeros) of the sparse signal Ψx, where Ψ represents a global, typically
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orthonormal sparsifying transform for the signal and E is the measurement
matrix. CS is formulated as the following problem:
min
x
‖ Ψx ‖0 subject to Ex = y (2.11)
This l0 problem is computationally non-tractable. Alternatively, the l0 quasi
norm is replaced with its convex relaxation, the l1 norm [29] at which point
the problem can be solved via linear programming [18] in the real case, or
via second order cone programming in the complex case. In addition to the
l1-norm relaxation, noisy measurements are accommodated by reformulating
the problem (2.11) as:
min
x
λ ‖ Ψx ‖1 +
1
2
‖ Ex− y ‖22 (2.12)
where, λ is a parameter which trades off data fidelity with sparsity This prob-
lem is commonly known as the basis pursuit denoising problem [20, 31]. The
accuracy of sparse recovery using eqn. (2.12) can be guaranteed if E and Ψ sat-
isfy certain mathematical conditions such as: 1) restricted isometry properties
(RIPs) [17, 19], 2) incoherence properties [16, 31] and, 3) null-space proper-
ties (NSPs) [28].While NSPs provide necessary and sufficient conditions for
accurate recovery in absence of noise, in this thesis (chapter 1), the RIPs and
the incoherence properties will be used to estimate the efficacy of the various
sensing basis employed.
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Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)
To define the RIP, first let αs and βs denote the largest and smallest
coefficients, respectively, such that
αs ‖ x‖22 ≤ ‖ x‖
2
2 ≤ βs ‖ x‖
2
2 (2.13)
is true for all s-sparse N -dimensional vectors x, i.e., x with at most s non-
zero entries. A simple generalization of the results in [17] yields that the best





The recovery performance of (2.12) improves as δs gets smaller. It is compu-
tationally infeasible to calculate the restricted isometry constant for any order
s [55]. However, for the case where Ψ is a square, invertible matrix, it is rel-
atively straightforward to calculate the δ1 restricted isometry constant. Lets
define Φ = EΨ−1, then δ1 can be calculated using (2.14) with
α1 = min
i
‖ φi‖2 , β1 = maxi ‖ φi‖2 (2.15)
where φi are the column vectors of Φ.
Incoherency
There are also incoherence conditions on Φ that can guarantee good
sparse recovery performance [16, 30]. The incoherence-based guarantees are
generally weaker than the RIP-based guarantees, but they have been used
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previously in the design of sparse MRI encoding schemes [88]. In [88], the
authors used the maximum of Transform Point Spread Function (TPSF) as
a measure of incoherency between the sensing and the sparsifying basis. The
TPSF is defined as:
TPSF {i; j} = φ
H
i φj
‖ φi ‖2‖ φj ‖2
(2.16)
which represents the level of ambiguity between the ith and jth transform
coefficients. The maximum of the TPSF is equal to he mutual incoherence µ
µ = maxi 6=j TPSF {i; j} (2.17)
In [30] or [16], the incoherency is defined as:
µ = max∀i,j
eHi ψj
‖ ei ‖2‖ ψj ‖2
(2.18)
where, ei and ψj are the i
th and jth atoms of the sensing matrix E and the
sparsifying basis Ψ, respectively. This description of incoherency simply mea-
sures the maximum coherence of the sparsifying basis atoms with that of the
sensing basis.
2.2.2 Image Compressiblity in MRI
Signal sparsity or compressibility is a critical requirement for com-
pressed sensing techniques. One way to think about compressible signals is
to consider the rate of decay of their coefficients. For many important classes
of signals there exist bases such that the coefficients obey a power law de-
cay, in which case the signals are highly compressible. Natural images have a
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well-documented susceptibility to compression with little or no visual loss of
information. Underlying the most well-known image compression tools such
as JPEG, and JPEG-2000 [122] are the Discrete Cosine transform (DCT) and
wavelet transform. Medical images are also compressible [75].
The transform sparsity of MR images can also be demonstrated by ap-
plying a sparsifying transform to a fully sampled image and reconstructing
an approximation to the image from a subset of the largest transform coeffi-
cients. To illustrate this, consider Fig. 2.4 in which a typical brain image was
compressed with wavelets, and the time series of a cross section of a dynamic
heart sequence was compressed by temporal Fourier transform. The important
information is captured by 10%, and 5% of the largest transform coefficients,
respectively.
2.2.3 Compressed Sensing MRI
The data acquisition model for CS based MRI is given by
y = Fux+ η (2.19)
where, x is a Nx1 vectorized image, y is the Mx1 sampled data vector in k -
space basis, Fu is the MxN under-sampling spatial Fourier basis with M  N
and η is the Mx1 noise vector. Figure 2.5 shows the results for CS recovery
of a T2-weighted brain image using two different under-sampling methods.
The first method acquires samples randomly using a 2D Gaussian distribution
with mean at the center of the k -space. The second method uses the Carte-
sian acquisition scheme and under-samples in the phase encode direction only.
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Figure 2.4: Transform sparsity of MR images. Fully sampled images (left) are
mapped by a sparsifying transform to a transform domain (middle); the several
largest coefficients are preserved while all others are set to zero; the transform is in-
verted forming a reconstructed image (right). Portions of figure originally appeared
in [89]
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Clearly, large aliasing artifacts are observed for the Cartesian under-sampling
which happens to be the physically realizable under-sampling scheme. For re-
sults presented in fig. 2.5, Wavelet basis is chosen as the sparsifying transform
(ψ) in eqn. (2.12).
2.3 Linear Dynamical Systems Model
Linear dynamical system (LDS) models are generic and exhibit a wide
applicability for modeling physiological functions. They have been previously
used to model physiological processes such as: 1) blood flow in MR angiogra-
phy and perfusion studies and, 2) periodic motion in cardiac and abdominal
imaging [103, 141]. Thus, we briefly review the LDS model here. In the classic
dynamical systems literature, a model for a changing state vector and mea-
surement process is often described by the following equations:
xk =fk (xk−1) + uk (2.20a)
yk =Hk xk + vk (2.20b)
where, xk ∈ RN represents the signal of interest, fk (.) |RN → RN represents
the known evolution of the signal from time k−1 to k, yk ∈ RM is a set of linear
measurements of xk, vk ∈ RM is the associated measurement noise, and uk ∈
RN is the modeling error for fk(.) (commonly known as the innovations). The
task of estimating the evolving state xk has become the topic of innumerable
studies and algorithms. A special, well studied, case of the system (2.20) is the
Kalman Filter [68] which assumes Gaussian statistics on both the measurement
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Figure 2.5: Compressed sensing of a T2-weighted brain MR image a) Gaussian
distributed sample-points (black dots) in k -space, b) Variable density 2DFT under-
sampling, sampled phase encode lines are shown as black-lines, c) Reference image,
d) CS-MRI recovered image using samples from a, and e) recovered image using
samples from b, f) & g) recovery error maps for Gaussian and Cartesian under-
sampled images.
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noise (vk ∼ N (0,Rk)) and the modeling error (uk ∼ N (0,Qk)) , and a linear
state evolution function (i.e. fk (xk) = Ak xk). The corresponding fixed-





τi ‖ xi −Ai−1xi−1‖22 +
k∑
i=1
λi ‖ Hixi − yi ‖22 (2.21)
where, {τi}ki=1 and {λi}
k
i=1 are the weight factors for the system innovations
and measurement noise. The optimal least squares estimate in eqn. (2.21)
sought by the Kalman filter essentially requires the inversion of a large matrix
with sub-matrices consisting of the measurement matrices Hk, the dynamics
matrices Ak, and the identity matrix. The main result of the Kalman filter
shows that the full matrix inverse need not be calculated if, at each iteration,
we are interested only in the estimate of the current state given previous
measurements. Instead each state at time k can be solved for by a temporally
local calculation which yields the same solution as performing the calculation
intensive inverse, thereby immensely reducing the complexity in terms of the
inverse problem that needs to be solved. Additionally, given the least-squares
nature of the objective, the problem setup permits an analytic solution. The
efficiency given both the analytic and local nature of the solution, coupled
with the increasing calculation speed of matrix operations has opened the
door for optimal, fast, realizable tracking in a framework common enough to be
widely applicable. The underlying assumptions the Kalman filter makes on the
system (linearity and Gaussianity), however, can be quite restrictive in broader
settings: Any deviation may cause the algorithm to yield erroneous solutions.
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Many modifications have been devised to address this shortcoming including
the Extended and Unscented Kalman filters [56, 129] to address nonlinear state
dynamics and many variations of robust Kalman filters have been designed
to address non-Gaussian noise models [35, 43]. Since most system and noise
models are difficult to account for analytically and efficiently, most of these
extensions attempt to modify the resulting Kalman filter algorithm directly in
order to increase the robustness of the estimation. The one main shortcoming
of the Kalman filter and its derivatives is that none of the algorithms explicitly
take into account any underlying signal structure (such as sparsity in the
signal).
2.4 Fast Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Traditional MRI suffers from speed limitation caused by instrumental
(gradient amplitude and slew-rate) and physiological (nerve stimulation) con-
straints. Therefore, in recent years, improvement of MR imaging speed has
been a focus of many research groups. In essence, the speed gain is obtained
by under-sampling k -space, which violates the Nyquist criterion. Therefore,
different approaches have been designed to mitigate the resulting aliasing ar-
tifacts. Here I present a short review of the methodologies previously used
for improving MRI speeds. In this review, we classify these methodologies in
four broad groups. This review provides an overview of the previously used
methodologies and the reader is encouraged to refer to the publications for
details.
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The first group of methods aim to generate artifacts which are inco-
herent or less observable to human eyes [52, 113, 123] at the cost of reduced
apparent Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The density weighted phase encoding
method in [52] advances the traditional uniform or accumulation-weighting
method by combining the improved shape of the spatial response function and
the high SNR of acquisition-weighting with an extended field of view.
The second group of methods are based on exploiting the redundancy
in k-space, including partial Fourier methods [92], reduced-field-of-view meth-
ods [58], parallel imaging [9, 53, 54, 63, 107, 119], and prior-information driven
approach [124]. These methods reduce the acquisition time by collecting only
a subset of k-space information. The missing data can be recovered by exploit-
ing the correlation hidden in the k-space data and each time frame is handled
independently. For example, in parallel imaging methods, spatial information
is encoded into the measured data by the spatially-varying sensitivity profiles
of each coil, and if the coil sensitivity for each coil can be calibrated accurately
and the coils are sufficiently linearly independent, then images can be obtained
through the application of suitable signal processing algorithms [26, 80, 106].
The third set of methods are based on utilizing either the temporal
redundancy only or in addition to the spatial redundancy [42, 91, 94, 118, 120,
125, 133, 134]. The advantage of these methods is that more relevant correla-
tions are exploited to achieve higher acquisition speed and improve estimation
of the missing data. In [39, 118, 120], the dynamic MRI process is modeled as
a linear dynamical system and the traditional Kalman filter is used to update
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image each frame based on previous estimate and under-sampled data. The
k-t FOCUSS technique [66, 67] encodes the redundancy in the temporal di-
mension using prediction schemes and in a subsequent step, uses the sparsity
of the residual time-series to recover images.
The fourth group of methods is based on compressed sensing. In addi-
tion to spatial sparsity based techniques [87] mentioned above, there are few
other techniques that enforce sparsity in both the spatial- and temporal dimen-
sions. In [41, 90] sparsity in the wavelet transform domain and the temporal
Fourier domain is used in the spatial and temporal dimension, respectively.
Low-rank matrix completion techniques are a slight variation of CS based
techniques. In these methods, for dynamic MRI, the time-frames are stacked
as columns of a data matrix and correlations between time-frames are used
to recover a matrix with low-rank from its partial observations[143]. These
methods only exploit the temporal correlation while recovering the sequence;
they do not utilize information about spatial redundancy.
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Chapter 3
Fast MRI using Dictionary Learning and
Radio-Frequency Tagging Pulses
3.1 Introduction
For dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) applications, a criti-
cal requirement is to reduce acquisition times while maintaining high spatial
resolutions to capture the underlying physiological functions with high infor-
mation rates. However, due to physical and physiological limitations the data
acquisition in MRI is sequential in time, which leads to a trade-off between:
1) the temporal resolution, 2) the spatial resolution and, 3) the signal-to-noise
ratio of the recovered images [14, 84, 99, 135]. Improvement in MR imaging
speeds is achieved by acquiring reduced amount of raw data than that speci-
fied by the Nyquist sampling theory [84, 99]. Previously, many image recovery
techniques based on exploiting the data redundancy in the spatial and/or
the temporal dimensions have been proposed [59, 94, 104, 113, 124, 125]. These
techniques have shown limited performance improvement at low acceleration
factors. More recently, fast MRI techniques based on the theory of Compressed
Sensing [15, 30] have emerged [21, 55, 66, 87, 88, 108, 109, 117]. CS based MRI
(CS-MRI) methods rely on recovering the sparse representation of the under-
lying image in a sparsifying basis which exhibits high incoherency with the
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sensing basis [15, 87]. The maximum acceleration achievable by a CS-MRI
method depends on two factors, namely: 1) the degree of sparsity of repre-
sentation of images in the sparsifying basis and, 2) the incoherency between
the sensing and the sparsifying basis. Thus, a joint optimization of both the
sensing and the sparsifying basis is needed, which is a difficult problem to
solve. Consequently, two simpler sub-problems have been derived from the
original problem and solved for, in an attempt to improve the performance
of the CS-MRI methods. The first problem corresponds to learning of non-
standard transforms to allow for highly sparse representation of images while
the sensing basis is fixed. The second problem corresponds to modifying the
sensing basis in order to improve the incoherency with a fixed sparsifying ba-
sis. This chapter presents a technique to improve dynamic MR imaging speeds
by synergistically combining a sparsity-enforcing redundancy encoding with a
novel physically realizable MR signal encoding formulation.
The seminal paper on CS-MRI used the wavelet basis as the sparsifying
basis [87]. Few research studies have proposed on using union of multiple stan-
dard frames in order to improve the sparsity of representation by introducing
over-completeness in the representation. Furthermore, few studies have pro-
posed on learning a basis from available training data using dictionary learning
algorithms [21, 109, 117]. Dictionary learning algorithms learn a basis which al-
lows for highly sparse representation of signals in the training data [1, 50, 112].
In [21, 109, 117], the authors propose to learn a dictionary for sparse represen-
tation of image patches using the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm [1].
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The image-patch dictionary encodes for the high frequency information due to
its inherent spatial-localization property. However, the under-sampling scheme
utilized in [21, 109] acquires the high frequency information at a lower density
than it acquires the low frequencies and this ratio gets smaller with increas-
ing acceleration factors. Thus, at high accelerations the non-linear recovery is
sub-optimal due to the lack of relevant driving information. Consequently, the
approches of [21, 109] show limited performance improvements beyond mod-
erately high acceleration factors (≥ 3). In [117], the authors propose to learn
multiple dictionaries in multiple transform domains in order to achieve high
redundancy encoding in dynamic MRI while simultaneously enforcing spar-
sity of signal representations. Dictionaries in the spatial-Fourier space and
the image-patch space are proposed to encode the redundancy in both the
central and the peripheral regions of the k-space. The spatial-Fourier dictio-
nary allows for stronger under-sampling in the central k-space which allows for
relatively denser acquisitions of high frequencies in [117] as compared to the
approaches of [21] and [109]. As a result the technique in [117] shows slower re-
covery performance degradation with increasing accelerations when compared
to [21, 109]. However, due to the nature of the 2DFT acquisitions, the under-
sampling in the central k-space in [117] translates to “low-energy” additions in
the high frequency information. Thus, to further improve the performance of
sparsity-enforcing redundancy encoding based CS-MRI methods the underly-
ing MR signal encoding needs to be modified. The modification should acquire
the k-space information uniformly across all acceleration factors.
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In MRI, spatial localization is encoded using magnetic field gradients
which result into a frequency based position encoding [84, 99, 135]. Thus, the
standard MR signal encoding is the (multi-dimensional) spatial-Fourier trans-
form which is commonly referred to as the k-space. In recent years, few studies
have proposed modification of the underlying signal encoding to improve the
incoherency requirements of the CS theory [55, 108]. In [55], a random encod-
ing framework using tailored spatially-selective radio frequency (RF) pulses is
presented. Randomized RF excitation pulses are used to spatially vary the
sample weights within the field-of-view (FOV) for each MR excitation prior to
the gradient encoding. Similar to [55], in [108] authors propose to reduce the
coherence between the sensing and the sparsifying basis using spatial modu-
lations but the modulations are realized using a second-order shimming coil
instead of RF pulses. In [108] the modified signal encoding corresponds to
pre-modulation of the image with a linear chirp before the standard Fourier
encoding is applied. A critical difference between [55] and [108] is that the for-
mer uses a unique randomized spatial modulation for each excitation whereas
the modulation remains constant for all excitations in [108], which translates
into a relatively higher coherency reduction for [55]. A limiting factor for the
aforementioned encoding formulations is their accurate realization on the phys-
ical hardware. Due to the limitations of the current excitation hardware and
shimming coils, the physically realizable encoding formulation differs from the
theoretical formulation resulting in recovery errors which are further amplified
by the ill-conditioning of the encoding formulation [55, 108].
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This chapter presents a fast dynamic MRI method using a novel MR
signal encoding formulation. The proposed dynamic MRI method like [117]
uses dictionary learning for sparse representation of image-patches for redun-
dancy encoding but uses a new MR signal encoding formulation based on
spatial modulations using tagging radio frequency (RF) pulses for raw data
acquisition. Tagging RF pulses are used clinically in cardiovascular MRI for
evaluation of regional myocardial functions [2, 4, 11, 40, 60, 101]. The tagging
pulses can be broadly classified into two categories based on the visibility of
tags in reconstructed images and the post-processing required for quantifica-
tion of the myocardial motion [60]. The first category relies on saturation of
the longitudinal magnetization to create visible markers in the MR image and
requires exhaustive post-processing to track the created markers over time to
quantify the myocardial motion [4, 11, 40]. The visible markers can be paral-
lel lines, grid pattern or radial stripes. The second category of techniques is
based on the k-space perspective of the tagging [2, 101]. These techniques do
not show any visible markers in reconstructed images and motion is quantified
using phase tracking methods. The second category of techniques is based on
the fact that tag implementation leads to a convolution of the spectrum of the
underlying images with that of the tag pattern. i.e., the RF tagging pulses
result in mixing of the information in the k-space. More importantly, the RF
tagging pulses are physically realizable and versatile with the respect of the
tag patterns that can be generated [4, 60].
The novel signal encoding formulation varies the spatial weights for
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each MR excitation within the imaging slice using tagging pulses. Specifically,
the spatial magnitude modulation (SPAMM) pulse sequences are proposed to
be used to generate the spatial weights [4]. Motivated by the hardware limita-
tions of the previously proposed modifications to MR signal encoding [55, 108],
the tagging RF pulses based encoding formulation is proposed. Since, the new
formulation uses clinically active SPAMM RF pulses its hardware realization
will be closer to its theoretical modeling than that for the randomized formula-
tion of [55]. The true innovation of the proposed fast dynamic MRI method is
the synergistic combination of image-details based redundancy encoding with
the tagging based MR signal encoding formulation. The modulation of spatial
amplitudes in the proposed signal encoding formulation leads to acquisition
of data samples which are mixtures of the standard k-space samples. Thus,
the new formulation leads to a more uniform coverage of k-space information
even at high accelerations unlike the variable density under-sampled Fourier
encoding previously used in [21, 42, 109, 117]. The preliminary results of dy-
namic MRI recovery experiments on an in-vivo myocardial perfusion data set
show that the proposed tagging based signal encoding preserves the edges and
fine structures better than the previously used encoding methods.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the
tagging RF pulses based signal encoding formulation. Section 3.3 summarizes
the image-patch based dictionary learning algorithm and an experiment com-
paring the compressibility of an image in the dictionary with that in a wavelet
frame. Section 3.4 details several experiments and their results which evaluate
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the recovery performance of the tagging RF pulses based signal encoding with
various sparse recovery models and compares its relative performance with the
encoding formulations of [55] and [108]. Finally, section refsec:sa1F concludes
the chapter.
3.2 Tagging RF Pulses based MR Signal Encoding
The MR signal acquisition equation for a single excitation is
d(km) =
∫
wm (r) ρ (r) exp (−i2πkm.r) dr (3.1)
where, km is the m
th sampling trajectory in the k-space, d(km) are the cor-
responding samples, ρ (r) is the desired image and wm is a weighting factor.





G(τ) dτ is the time-integral function of
the magnetic field gradients G(τ) employed and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,
a known constant unique for different nuclear species. In clinical MRI, wm re-
mains constant for all excitations of the image acquisition procedure and can
account for spatial modulations either due to the fixed spatial sensitivity of
a surface coil or the spatial magnetization modulation obtained using tagging
pulses, i.e., in clinical MRI, wm(r) is not a function of m. In the proposed MR
signal encoding formulation the weight vectors wm(r) will be different for each
excitation. For varying the weights wm(r), the clinically-in-use radio frequency
(RF) pulses will be used. Specifically, the SPAtial Magnetization Modulation
(SPAMM) pulses are used.
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3.2.1 SPAMM Tagging Pulses
The SPAMM tagging pulses rely on perturbing the longitudinal mag-
netization prior to the imaging stage. The SPAMM pulses wrap the magne-
tization in a sinusoidal fashion through space by applying two equal-strength
non-selective RF pulses separated by a ‘wrapping’ gradient [4, 60]. Fig. 3.1
shows the sequence diagram of the SPAMM pulses. The first RF pulse tips
the longitudinal magnetization in the transverse plane with all spins in phase.
The following gradient pulse along the desired tagging direction wraps the
transverse magnetization in a sinusoidal direction along the gradient direction
through incremental phase shifting of the spins. The magnitude of the gra-
dient pulse controls the period of the sinusoidal modulation in the transverse
magnetization. The modulated transverse magnetization is restored back in
the longitudinal plane by the second RF pulse. The spatial magnetic modu-





where, Tm is the period of the modulation, ~vm is the vector gradient field
applied during the tagging phase, (.) is the dot product operator and, |.| is
the absolute value operator. The magnitude of ~vm controls the period of the
sinusoidal modulation and its direction identifies the axis of signal modula-
tion. For obtaining a gridded-tag pattern two SPAMM tagging pulses with
perpendicular ~vm directions are used [60].
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Figure 3.1: Top-Left: Pulse sequence diagram for SPAtial Magnitude Modulation
(SPAMM) tagging. The tagging part consists of only two non-selective RF pulses
(usually, 90◦each), separated by the “wrapping” gradient gradient in the tagging
direction. The imaging part shows conventional 2DFT (RO = readout, PE = phase
encoding, SS = slice selection). Top-Right: Example of a SPAMM grid-tagged
image showing left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV). Note that this grid pat-
tern needs the application of two tagging stages in the orthogonal directions before
imaging takes place. Bottom: Evolution of spins during different time points in
the tagging stage, as follows: immediately before tagging application (1), the mag-
netization (M) is at equilibrium state in the longitudinal direction. Immediately
after the application of the first RF pulse (2), the magnetization is tipped into the
transverse direction by a fixed flip angle (45◦ RF pulses in the illustration). The
“wrapping” gradient then follows, which disperses the spins in the tagging direction
(x-direction in this case), such that by the end of the gradient pulse (3), the spins
are modulated by incremental phase shifts along the x-axis. The second tagging RF
pulse tips the resulting modulated magnetization by another 45◦ into the transverse
direction to result in spins modulated as shown at time point (4). A crusher gradi-
ent immediately follows to eliminate transverse magnetization components, leaving
only the longitudinal parts, which show a sinusoidal pattern along the x-axis with
values ranging from 0 to M (5). Figure originally appeared in [60]
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3.2.2 Tagging based Signal Encoding
In the proposed encoding formulation, the weight factor wm is varied
for each excitation using the tagging RF pulses. As stated earlier, the spatial
modulation of magnetization leads to convolution in the spatial-Fourier do-
main (k-space). Thus, in the new formulation, the acquired data is a mixture
of samples acquired in standard MRI encoding. This mixing results in disper-
sion of the energy of k-space samples in their neighborhoods, which is referred
to as the spectrum spreading in [108]. But unlike [108], the proposed en-
coding uses multiple spreading waveforms using the flexibility of the SPAMM









Ideally, the spatial modulation wm(r) in (3.3) can be obtained through con-
catenation of multiple tagging phases before the imaging phase. However, for
practical purposes and for all results presented in this chapter, concatenation
of two tagging phases is used. This allows for mixing along multiple dimensions
of k-space and time-efficient physical realization of the SPAMM sequences [4].
A discretization of (3.3) can be represented as
dTE,i = F1d WTE,i ρ (3.4)
where, dTE,i are the tag encoded samples for the i
th excitation, F1d is the 1-
dimensional Fourier transform matrix, WTE,i is the discrete spatial modulation
and ρ is the vectorized-image. Extending the equation (3.4) to M excitations,
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the complete tagging based MR encoding formulation can be represented as:
dtag =

F1d 0 . . . 0













= F1d Ctag ρ (3.5b)
= Etag ρ (3.5c)
where, dtag are all the acquired tag encoded samples, Etag represents the en-
coding matrix and {WTE,i}Mi=1 are the M spatial modulations used.
For all results presented in this chapter, SPAMM sequences capable of
creating sinusoidal spatial modulations in two separate-directions are consid-
ered. To achieve this each sequence is parameterized using 4 variables, namely:
1) the two sinusoidal periodicities Tm,1 and Tm,2, and 2) the two directions of




∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣cos 2πTm,2 ~r.~vm,2
∣∣∣∣ (3.6)
For all experiments, the four parameters are randomly selected from uniform
distributions over the following intervals: 1) Tm,i=1,2 ∈ [2 28], 2) ∠(~vm,1, ~x) ∈
[−π/4 π/4] and, 3) ∠(~vm,1, ~vm,2) ∈ [π/18 π/4]. Figure 3.2 shows an example of
tagging RF pulses based signal encoding. Fig. 3.2a shows the magnitude image
of a reference T2-weighted axial brain scan. Figure 3.2b shows an instance
of the spatial magnetization modulated image and its zoomed region in Fig.
3.2d. Figure 3.2c shows the magnitude of the tag encoded samples (blue inset)
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acquired at an acceleration of 4 along with two zoomed regions (red and green
insets) which are scaled individually to show relative magnitudes.
3.3 Redundancy Encoding through Dictionary Learn-
ing
As stated earlier, prior to compressed sensing many techniques for fast
dynamic MRI were based upon exploiting the data redundancy in the spatial
and/or the temporal domain to reduce the data acquired. For example, in
[94], under the assumption that in MR angiography the high frequency details
change slowly over time, the k-space periphery is heavily under-sampled and is
shared between multiple time-frames. Invariably, all the fast MRI techniques,
irrespective of the underlying signal encoding under-sample with respect to
the Nyquist criteria to reduce acquisition times. In addition, the coarse scale
information of an MR image is carried predominantly in the central k-space
region and the fine details are spread over the k-space. Consequently, under-
sampling irrespective of the underlying signal encoding, results in relatively
more information loss for the high-frequency components such as edges and
fine structures than that for the low-frequency volumetric content. Thus, a re-
dundancy encoding scheme which allows for sparse recovery of high-frequency
content of an image is proposed. Since the high-frequency components are
localized in the image domain an over-complete dictionary for sparse repre-





Figure 3.2: Example of under-sampled acquisition (at R= 4) using the proposed
tagging radio-frequency pulses based signal encoding. (a) magnitude image acquired
using standard Fourier encoding and Nyquist sampling. (b) magnitude image for
one excitation of the tagging RF pulses based encoding, a zoomed region of which
is shown in (d). (c) magnitude of acquired data (blue inset, 64x256) with zoomed
regions shown in reg and green insets.
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3.3.1 Dictionary Learning for Image-patches






‖ Gαj −Rju ‖22 s.t. ‖ αj ‖0 ≤ T0 ∀ j (3.7)
where, Rj is a patch extraction operator, the l0 quasi-norm encodes the spar-
sity of representation and T0 is the degree of sparsity. Γ is used to denote the
set {αj}Jj=1 of sparse representation of all patches and G is the patch-based
dictionary. The formulation of (3.7), minimizes the total fitting error of all
image patches with respect to the dictionary G, subject to sparsity constraints
(l0). The problem (3.7) is non-convex due the non-convexity of the constraint.
In addition, for a fixed G and u, (3.7) reduces to the standard sparse coding
problem which is NP-hard [109]. Numerous algorithms have been proposed
to solve such a dictionary learning problem [1, 36, 112, 139]. In general, these
algorithms alternate between two steps: 1) a dictionary update step and, 2) a
sparse coding step. In particular, the k-SVD algorithm [1] has been previously
used to learn dictionaries for various image processing applications such as:
denoising, inpainting. It has also been used to learn dictionaries for sparse
MR recovery techniques [21, 109, 117]. The K-SVD algorithm performs the
dictionary update in a sequential manner where each atom of G is updated
jointly with the corresponding representation coefficient for the patches that
currently use it. At every dictionary update step, K singular value decompo-
sitions are required to update the dictionary G comprising of K atoms. Thus,
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the name K-SVD.
3.3.2 Compressibility in Learned Dictionary
Figure 3.3 compares the compressibility of a T2-weighted axial brain
image in a dictionary learned for sparse representation of image-patches with
that in the standard Daubechies wavelets. The K-SVD algorithm is used to
learn a dictionary G with 2048 atoms from randomly selected 10000 image-
patches of size 8x8 extracted from the training image shown in Fig. 3.3a. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows 256 atoms of the trained dictionary which are maximally used
in sparse representation of the test image shown in Fig. 3.2a. The compressed
test image in the trained dictionary is shown in Fig. 3.3b, a compression
of 6.25% is used which amounts to a sparsity of 4 for 64-dimensional image-
patches. Similarly, Fig. 3.3c shows the compressed image in the Daubechies
wavelets using 4096 coefficients for a 256x256 image (compression 6.25%).
Figures 3.3d-3.3f show the zoomed-in region from the ground truth, the dic-
tionary based compressed image and, the wavelets based compressed image,
respectively. Compression quality is measured using signal-to-noise ratio (in
dB), structural similarity index (SSIM) [131] and relative error (EOF) and
is represented as 3-tuple below the zoomed-region images. Quantitatively,
the compression in the trained dictionary is superior than the compression
in wavelets. A closer observation of the zoomed-in regions shows that the
patch-based dictionary preserves the finer details and thin edges better than
the wavelet based compression.
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(a) Train (b) K-SVD Dict. (c) Daubechies Wav.
(d) Zoomed Reference (e) (23.8, 0.97) (f) (20.8, 0.89)
Figure 3.3: Comparison of MR image at 6.25% compressibility of a T2-weighted
brain axial slice in wavelets and in a dictionary learned for sparse representation
of 8x8 image-patches. Quality of the compressed image is presented as (SNR (dB),
SSIM, EOF) triple. (a) Training image used for learning a patch-based dictionary
with 2048-atoms. Compressed image using: (b) the sparse representation of image-
patches and, (c) Daubechies wavelet decomposition. Zoomed-region marked in (b)
from (d) ground truth, (e) patch-dictionary based compressed image (f) Daubechies
wavelets based compressed image.
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Figure 3.4: First 256 atoms each of size 8x8 from the trained K-SVD dictionary
using the train image of Fig. 3.3a. These atoms are the maximal used in sparse
representation of image-patches of the test image Fig. 3.3b.
3.4 Experiments and Results







‖ d− Etagρ ‖2 ≤ ε (3.8)
where, ε2 is the estimated upper bound on the noise power and f(ρ) = ‖ Γ ‖1,
Γ is the composite representation of all patches of image ρ in the redundancy
encoding dictionary G as described in (3.7). Note, in this section, experiments
are also performed with replacing the redundancy encoding by wavelet trans-
form, for which f(ρ) = ‖ Ψ∗ρ ‖1, where Ψ is a wavelet basis. The solution to
(3.8) for all experimental results presented in this chapter are obtained using
the the NESTA toolbox which implements the Nesterov’s algorithm [7]. Few
modifications are made to handle complex images. To quantitatively evalu-
ate the quality of the recovered images following metrics are used: (1) EOF
: relative error, (2) SSIM: structural similarity index and, (3) SNR: signal-to-
noise ratio. The relative error (EOF) is calculated as ‖ρ−ρ
∗‖2
‖ρ‖2 , where ρ is the
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reference image-vector and ρ∗ is the recovered image-vector. SSIM provides a
measure to assess the degradation of structural information, it compares local
pixel-intensity patterns that are normalized for luminance and contrast [131].














A T2-weighted brain data was acquired on a Siemens Skyra (3T) scan-
ner with a turbo spin echo (TSE) sequence with repetition time (TR)= 4s,
echo time (TE)= 20ms, field-of-view (FOV): 224mm and a matrix size of
256x256x32 with a slice thickness of 0.8mm, which required a total scan time
of 4.26 minutes. This data set has an inplane resolution of 0.875mm at which
the fine details are captured with high fidelity. The high resolution details
allow to critically evaluate fast MRI techniques based on signal encoding for-
mulations modifications to increase k-space coverage. Figure 3.5 shows the
sparse recovery of slice# 16 (same as the reference in Fig. 3.2a) using sparse-
representation of image-patches in a learned K-SVD dictionary and under-
sampled data at an acceleration factor of R= 4 using the proposed tagging
RF pulses based encoding. All images are displayed using the colormap of the
reference image. Figure 3.5a represents the minimal energy based minimum
l2-norm error solution for the acquired TAG samples (dtag) obtained using








the Hermitian operator. Figure 3.5b shows the sparse recovered image at:
SNR-20.9dB, SSIM-0.93 and, EOF-0.09. The convergence of the Nesterov’s
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(a) Min. l2-norm recovery (b) Recovered
(c) EOF vs. Iteration# (d) Error
Figure 3.5: Recovery of a T2-weighted brain image using sparsity of image-patches
in a K-SVD trained dictionary and the tagging radio-frequency based signal MR
encoding at an acceleration of R= 4. (a) Minimum energy recovery using acquired
TAG samples (b) Final recovered image (c) Relative error vs. iteration curve (d)
Magnitude error image
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algorithm [7] for the image-patch dictionary based sparse formulation (3.8) is
shown by plotting the relative error vs. iteration number in Fig. 3.5c. Figure
3.5d shows the magnitude error image which has non-negligible errors only in
the vicinity of strong transitions and is free of aliasing artifacts.
To separate the benefits of the tagging RF pulses based encoding from
those of redundancy encoding using learned dictionaries, multiple experiments
are run and reported for. These experiments are simply permutations of two
signal encoding schemes (sensing basis) and two sparsifying bases. The tag-
ging based MR signal encoding is compared with the variable density under-
sampled Fourier encoding scheme and for convenience, hereafter these are
identified by the TAG and the VDF abbreviations, respectively. Similarly,
the wavelet basis is selected for comparison with the patch-dictionary based
sprasification model and these will be identified by the Wav. and Dict. abbre-
viations, respectively. Thus, a permutation of the sensing and sparsifying basis
leads to four different experiments, namely: 1) Wav. VDF, 2) Wav. TAG,
3) Dict. VDF and, 4) Dict. TAG. Wav. VDF corresponds to the seminal
compressed sensing approach of [88], Dict. VDF is similar to the approaches
of [21, 109] and, Wav./Dict. TAG correspond to the approaches introduced in
this chapter.
Figure. 3.6 shows the recovery of a T2-weighted brain image using the
four different recovery schemes at an acceleration factor of R= 4. Fig. 3.6k
shows the relative convergence of the four schemes using the relative error vs.
iteration number curves. Figure 3.6a shows the zero-filled recovery of VDF
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(a) z.f. VDF (b) (15.0, 0.72) (c) (15.93, 0.73) (d) (18.8, 0.91) (e) (20.9, 0.93)
(f) Reference (g) Wav. VDF (h) Wav. TAG (i) Dict. VDF (j) Dict. TAG
(k) eof vs. iter (l) (17.2, 0.68) (m) (17.8, 0.69) (n) (20.9, 0.84) (o) (22.8, 0.87)
(p) Reference (q) Dict. VDF (r) Dict. TAG (s) (18.0, 0.76) (t) (20.1, 0.78)
Figure 3.6: Comparison of the proposed tagging RF pulses based signal encoding (TAG)
and patch-dictionary based redundancy encoding (Dict.) with wavelet sparsity (Wav.) and
the variable density Fourier under-sampling scheme (VDF ). All images are recovered at an
acceleration factor of R = 4. Recovered images with the performance metrics are shown in:
(b) Wav. VDF, (c) Wav. TAG, (d) Dict. VDF and, (e) Dict. TAG. (f) shows a zoomed
region from reference image 3.2a, region is marked in (e). (g)-(j) show the recovered images
which are identified individually and their corresponding error images with region-based
metrics are shown in (l)-(o), respectively. (p) shows a second region as marked in (e), which
shows high recovery errors using the Dict. TAG method. (q) and (r) show the recovered
regions from the Dict. based techniques with their corresponding errors images shown in
(s) and (t), respectively.
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under-sampling where the aliasing artifacts are clearly visible. Figures 3.6b-
3.6e show the recovered images using Wav. VDF, Wav. TAG, Dict. VDF
and, Dict. TAG methods, respectively. The recovery metrics are reported as
a 3-tuple (SNR (dB), SSIM, EOF) underneath the recovered images. Based
on comparison of the metrics following conclusions can be made: 1) for a fixed
sensing basis, the Dict. based recoveries have a higher fidelity than Wav. frame
as the underlying image-patches show a higher degree of sparsity of represen-
tation in the learned over-complete basis (G) and, 2) for a fixed sparsifying
basis, the TAG based encoding preserves the underlying image structure better
than the VDF sampling scheme as it captures more information corresponding
to edges and finer details. A zoomed region from the reference image (green
outline in 3.6e) and the recovered images are shown in Figs. 3.6f-3.6j and
the corresponding error images with their recovery metrics are shown in Figs.
3.6l-3.6o. All error images are displayed using a grayscale colormap mapped
to 0− 20% of maximum reference image intensity, i.e., all errors greater than
20% of the maximum reference intensity have been mapped to the white color.
The Dict. based sparse recoveries outperform the Wav. based recoveries as
the performance metrics for the green region are substantially higher for the
former sparsification basis. A second region (red outline in Fig. 3.6e) from the
reference and the recovered images using the Dict. VDF and Dict. TAG are
shown in Figs. 3.6p-3.6r, respectively. This region encloses the highest errors
in the minimum energy solution of the TAG sampling method as seen in Fig.
3.5a. The Dict. TAG recovery in this region is prone to be erroneous and com-
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paring its performance with the Dict. VDF technique in this region will allow
for making stronger conclusions on relative benefits of TAG encoding method
over the VDF encoding. In the red region, the stronger boundaries (of ventri-
cles and the brain-boundary in top-right) are captured with higher fidelity in
the TAG encoding than in the VDF encoding (Fig. 3.6q). In addition, there
is strong aliasing residual from CSF-based signal from ventricles for the VDF
encoding which reduces the homogeneity and the underlying structure of gray-
and white-matter tissue. The aliasing artifacts are visible as vertical streaks
in the error image in Fig. 3.6s. To summarize, the TAG encoding avoids
deblurring and aliasing caused by the VDF encoding scheme which is seen as:
1) better preservation of homogeneity of gray- and white-matter regions: a)
in Fig. 3.6h than in Fig. 3.6g and b) in Fig. 3.6r than in Fig. 3.6q and, 2)
improved recovery of edges and fine details (easier to qualitatively evaluate in
error images) : a) in Fig. 3.6o than in Fig. 3.6n and b) in Fig. 3.6t than in
Fig. 3.6s.
3.4.2 Comparison
As stated earlier, few research studies have previously proposed the
modification of the underlying MR signal encoding in order to improve the
incoherency requirements of the underlying CS-MRI techniques. To further
quantify the relative performance of the proposed tagging based encoding for-
mulation with respect to the previously proposed techniques, its performance
is compared with the formulations of [55] and [108].
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Random Encoding
In [55], the authors use tailored spatially-selective RF pulses to ran-
domize the excitation flip-angles along an encoding direction which results in
randomized excitations. This method uses the MR signal encoding formulation
of (3.3) and the weight factors wm are unique for each excitation. Specifically,




γqm Π(y − q) (3.9)
where, γqm is a Gaussian random variable parametrized in the a gradient
encoding direction (y-axis in above formulation). Now, a discretization of
(3.3) yields:
d(rand,i) = F1d C(rand,i) ρ (3.10a)
= F1d C(rand,i) F
H
2d F2d ρ (3.10b)
= M(rand,i) d2dft (3.10c)
where, ρ is the image-vector, C(rand,i) is the random encoding based spatial
modulation for ith excitation, Fnd is the n−dimensional Fourier transform
matrix and M(rand,i) is the corresponding mixing in the k-space. The spatial
modulation C(rand,i) exhibits circular symmetry in a segmented manner (non-
overlapping blocks). Now, for the multiple excitations the random encoding
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model is:
drand = F1d Crand ρ (3.11a)
= F1d Crand FH2d d2dft (3.11b)
= M(rand,mix) d2dft (3.11c)
where, F1d is the block-wise concatenated matrix of F1d as in (3.5a), Crand is
the spatial modulation matrix for all excitations and M(rand,mix) is the “mix-
ing matrix” in the k-space. The Encoding matrix Erand = F1d Crand is ill-
conditioned due to the rank-deficiency of the Crand matrix. Empirically, the
condition number of the Erand has been observed in the range (4−5). However,
the inverse recovery simulations result in images with acceptable accuracy lev-
els. A major limitation is the hardware realization of the spatial modulations
using randomized spatially-selective RF pulses.
Spread Spectrum Encoding
In the approach of [108], the weight modulation is achieved using a
second-order shimming coil. It is used to modulate the underlying image
using a linear chirp signal before the 2DFT excitations and acquisitions are
performed. Specifically, the weight modulation is:









where, cx and cy are chirp rates in the x- and y-encode directions, respectively.
Note that in (3.12) the weight wm is constant for all excitations, i.e., it is not
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a function of m = (kx(t), ky(t)) and depends only on the physical location
r = (x, y). Thus, a single encoding acquisition for ith excitation in [108] can
be formulated as:
dchirp,i = Ri F2d Cchirp ρ (3.13)
where, ρ is the image-vector, F2d is the 2-dimensional Fourier transform matrix,
Cchirp is a diagonal matrix which accounts for the linear chirp modulation
of the underlying image as in (3.12). Now, for the multiple excitations the
spread-spectrum encoding model is:
dchirp = R F2d Cchirp ρ (3.14a)
= R F2d Cchirp F
H
2dF2d ρ (3.14b)
= R M(chirp,mix) d2dft (3.14c)
where, R is the variable density under-sampling operator which selects the
spread spectrum encoded samples for the modulated image Cchirp ∗ ρ and
FH2d is the adjoint 2-dimensional Fourier transform matrix. (3.14c) builds the
“mixing in k-space” perspective for the approach of [108]. Since Cchirp is a
diagonal matrix, F2dCchirpF
H
2d is a circulant matrix but dense as the Cchirp has
no inherent periodicity. The Encoding matrix Echirp = RF2dCchirp is full-rank
(row rank) and thus well-conditioned.
Hereafter the approaches of [55] and [108] will be referred to as the
RAND and CHIRP, respectively. Both the RAND and CHIRP techniques
have used the total-variation (TV ) norm minimization as the sparsifying model
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for their recovery formulations. TV -norm minimizes the l1-norm of the mag-
nitude of the image gradient which is a non-linear operation and cannot be
represented as a matrix operation. For all the results presented in this sub-
section the following problem is solved:
min
ρ
TV (ρ) s.t. ‖ Eencd ρ− dencd‖22 ≤ ε
2 (3.15)
where, ε is an estimate of the noise, ρ is the image-vector and Eencd and dencd
are the encoding matrix and under-sampled acquired data, respectively. In
addition to the RAND and CHIRP techniques, the proposed TAG formula-
tion will also be compared with the variable density Fourier under-sampling
approach which will be referred to as VDF. Hence, the signal encoding in equa-
tion (3.15) can correspond to any of the following four choices: 1) VDF, 2)
CHIRP, 3) RAND and, 4) TAG. For fair comparison, all the four techniques
are implemented using the Nesterov’s algorithm [7] which allows for utilizing
identical relative-weighting parameters (ε).
Figure 3.7 shows the comparison results for sparse recovery of a T2-
weighted brain image at an acceleration of R= 4 from the data set previously
described in section 3.4.1. The selected brain slice is the same slice from
the results of Fig. 3.6. However, the complex-image-data is processed to
allow for linear chirp pre-modulation simulation for the CHIRP technique.
The complex-data is up-sampled by 2 and is used to simulate the measured
raw data (dCHIRP). However, for fair comparison of all encoding schemes,
the up-sampled data is down-sampled and used as ground truth to retrospec-
tively generate measured raw data for the remaining techniques, i.e, (dVDF),
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(dRAND), and (dTAG). The up- and down-sampling operation results in loss
of image details and thus the zoomed reference image of Fig. 3.7k is not as
sharp as that of Fig. 3.6p. Consequently, the recovery performance metrics
should not be compared between the results of Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. However, a
separate comparison of the TV -norm minimization with the Dict.-based spar-
sification approach with TAG signal encoding scheme is presented in section
3.4.3. Figures 3.7b-3.7e show the final recovered images for all the four tech-
niques: VDF, CHIRP, RAND, and TAG, respectively. It is difficult to visibly
qualify the performance differences from the recovered images, however, the
corresponding error images in Figs. 3.7g-3.7j which have been scaled identi-
cally, show that the TAG outperforms all other encoding formulations. This
is also supported by the performance metrics shown below the error images
as the 3-tuple of (SNR (dB), SSIM, EOF). In Fig. 3.7g, the aliasing arti-
facts are visible near the skull and the brain-boundary for the VDF encoding,
however, these artifacts are suppressed in the CHIRP method although the
under-sampling remains unchanged. A comparison of the zoomed error im-
ages of Figs. 3.7q and 3.7r shows that the CHIRP recovery has relatively
lower aliasing artifacts. This effect registers as better recovery of the under-
lying homogeneous structure in Fig. 3.7m as compared to that in Fig. 3.7l.
The RAND approach performs superior (although marginally) to the CHIRP
method for the selected image as it improves upon the fidelity of edges and
finer details. The boundaries of the ventricles and the blood vessels in the
brain periphery (anterior-posterior direction) show less error in Fig. 3.7i than
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in Fig. 3.7h. The proposed TAG based encoding improves on the RAND
approach by better preserving the homogeneity of underlying tissues as can
be observed by comparing Fig. 3.7j with Fig. 3.7i. However, it is difficult
to comment on relative recovery of fine edges and details between the RAND
and the TAG approaches. For both the approaches, for the given slice, certain
edges are better preserved in one approach than in the other. In Fig. 3.7t the
boundary of ventricles shows higher error than in Fig. 3.7s whereas the CSF
at the brain boundary in the right-top shows higher error in Fig. 3.7s than
in Fig. 3.7t. However, based on the performance metrics for the complete
image, the TAG approach outperforms the RAND by almost 2.8 dB. For
stronger statistically relevant comparison of the four schemes, figures 3.7f and
3.7p show the (mean ± standard deviation) curves for relative error (EOF)
and structural similarity index (SSIM) metrics versus acceleration factor (R)
for all the 32 slices of the T2-weighted brain data set. From these curves it
is easy to conclude that the proposed TAG encoding scheme outperforms the
other three encoding schemes for the TV -norm minimization based sparse re-
covery at acceleration factors R ∈ [3 8]. The relative trend between the four
encoding schemes for wavelet sparse model remains same, however the results
are poorer than TV -minimization based recovery. For patch-dictionary based
sparse recovery the RAND scheme fails to converge and its analysis is out of
the scope of this chapter.
To further analyze the relative performances of the four encoding schemes,
theoretical measures which represent the performance guarantees of CS recov-
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(a) Reference (b) VDF (c) CHIRP (d) RAND (e) TAG
(f) EOF vs. R (g) (19.3, 0.87) (h) (20.0, 0.85) (i) (20.4, 0.86) (j) (23.2, 0.93)
(k) Reference (l) VDF (m) CHIRP (n) RAND (o) TAG
(p) SSIM vs. R (q) (20.0, 0.82) (r) (20.3, 0.85) (s) (22.0, 0.85) (t) (22.8, 0.84)
Figure 3.7: Comparison of the proposed tagging (TAG) based signal encod-
ing scheme with: 1) the variable-density Fourier (VDF ) under-sampling, 2) the
spectrum spreading scheme using chirp (CHIRP) modulations with second-order
shimming coils [108] and, 3) the random-encoding (RAND) scheme using tailored
spatially-selective radio-frequency pulses [55].
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Table 3.1: Restricted Isometry Constants (δ1) values for different encoding schemes,
varying image sizes and varying accelerations. Daubechies wavelet basis is used as
the sparsifying basis.
Image Signal δ1













Table 3.2: Mutual Coherence (µ) values for different encoding schemes, varying
image sizes and varying accelerations. Daubechies wavelet basis is used as the
sparsifying basis.
Image Signal µ














ery are calculated and summarized in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Specifically, the
restricted isometry constant for 1-sparse vectors from (2.15) and the mutual
coherence from (2.17) are calculated for all the four encoding scheme with
the Daubechies-4 wavelets used as the sparsifying basis. The measures are
the mean values for 10 calculation runs where the encoding E is randomly
generated for each run.
3.4.3 TV -norm versus Patch-Dictionary
Figure 3.8 compares the performance recovery of patch-dictionary based
sparsifying basis (Dict.) with the total-variational norm minimization with
the poposed tagging RF pulses based MR signal encoding. Quantitatively,
the Dict. TAG outperforms the TV TAG approach, although marginally.
However, a qualitatively comparison of the zoomed-in recovered images of Figs.
3.8b and 3.8c show the relatively poor performance of the TV -minimization
in recovery of fine details and preservation of the true tissue structures.
3.4.4 Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
The proposed fast dynamic MRI technique is experimentally validated
using an in-vivo myocardial perfusion dataset. The perfusion data was ac-
quired on a 3T Siemens scanner with a saturation-recovery sequence ( TR\TE
= 2.5/1ms, saturation recovery time= 100 ms) and comprises of an image ma-
trix of size 90x190x70 (phase-encodes x frequency encodes x temporal slices)
[85]. For all Dict. experiments, a patch-based dictionary G with 256 atoms
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(a) Zoomed ref. (b) TV TAG (c) Dict. TAG
(d) Reference (e) (20.1, 0.89) (f) (21.0, 0.91)
(g) EOF vs R (h) SSIM vs R
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the patch-dictionary based sparse recovery with total-
variation norm (TV ) minimization with the proposed tagging RF pulses based signal
encoding formulation at an acceleration factor of R = 4.
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is trained for 4x4 patches with a sparsity of T0 = 5. To train the dictionary
G, 2 fully referenced images are randomly selected from the temporal slices
and removed from the test data. Figure 3.9 shows the recovered and the cor-
responding error images for a temporal slice at an acceleration factor of R = 4
for all the four experiments described previously in section 3.4.1. For better
visualization of recovered characteristics, only zoomed regions of the recovered
and the error images are shown. The error images have been scaled identically.
The relative trend between the four techniques for the myocardial perfusion
data set is similar to the trand observed in Fig. 3.6 for the T2-weighted brain
data set in section 3.4.1. From Fig. 3.9, the following conclusions are made.
Firstly, the redundancy encoding using the patch-based dictionary outper-
forms the wavelet sparsifying basis for both the signal encoding formulations.
Secondly, for a fixed sparsifying basis, the TAG encoding outperforms the
variable density Fourier sampling method (VDF ) at all accelerations R ≥ 4.
Similar trends were reported in section 3.4.1.
Figure 3.10 characterizes the performance of all the four techniques over
the complete data set as a function of acceleration (R) in terms of the relative
error (EOF) and structural similarity index (SSIM). The marginally lower
performance of the TAG compared to the VDF at R = 3 can be attributed to
the following two reasons: 1) for the data set, most of its k-space energy resides
in the central region, thus a Gaussian profile based variable density sampling
suffices to capture most of it and, 2) the TAG encoding matrix Etag is ill-
conditioned, this is due to the limitation in the number of discretized tagging
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(a) Reference (b) Zoomed ref.
(c) Wav. VDF (d) Wav. TAG (e) Dict. VDF (f) Dict. TAG
(g) (0.30, 0.85) (h) (0.28, 0.85) (i) (0.20, 0.90)) (j) (0.18, 0.91)
Figure 3.9: Comparison of image recovery for four different MR image recovery
techniques as described in section 3.4.1 at an acceleration factor of R = 4. (b) shows
a zoomed-in region from the reference image (a). For all other columns, each column
shows the zoomed-in recovered and error images for different techniques. Each
technique is identified by the text below the recovered images and its performance
is reported as pairs (EOF, SSIM) below the corresponding error image.
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(a) EOF vs. R (b) SSIM vs. R
Figure 3.10: (µ± σ) Relative error (EOF) vs. accelerations (R) curve for different
MR image recovery methods on the in-vivo myocardial perfusion dataset.
profiles that can be generated. Consequently, the conditioning of the matrix
Etag improves with increasing acceleration factors. Thirdly, the proposed Dict.
TAG technique outperforms all other techniques at high accelerations. This
is due to the fact that each acquired sample in the TAG encoding formulation
is a mixture of the standard k-space samples, which leads to a more uniform
coverage of the k-space information than the VDF encoding scheme. Thus,
the TAG sampling recovers the edges and fine-structures with higher accuracy
than the VDF sampling at high accelerations. This observation is further
emphasized in Fig. 3.11 which shows the recovered zoomed-regions (same
from Fig. 3.9a) and the complete magnitude errors for images recovered using
the Dict. VDF and the Dict. TAG methods at the high acceleration factor of
R = 8. Figure. 3.11d shows the error image for the Dict. TAG method which
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(a) Dict. VDF (b) (0.350, 0.7812)
(c) Dict. TAG (d) (0.228, 0.8402)
Figure 3.11: Zoomed-in recovered and complete error images for the Dict. VDF &
Dict. TAG techniques at an acceleration factor of R = 8.
shows no aliasing artifacts as seen in Dict. VDF error image of Fig. 3.11b. In
addition, the former shows non-negligible errors only in the vicinity of strong
signal transitions.
First-pass myocardial perfusion MRI is used to detect and evaluate
ischemic heart disease [42]. Regional perfusion defects can be detected by
analyzing the signal variability in an image time-series. A high temporal and
spatial resolution is required to accurately localize the defected tissue [42].
Thus, to assess the applicability of a fast technique for myocardial perfusion
imaging, time series plots of averaged signal intensity in selected blood pool
and myocardium regions are critically evaluated. Figures 3.12a and 3.12b
compare the time-series plots of averaged signal intensity in selected blood
pool and myocardium regions in reference images with that of the recovered
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(a) Dict. VDF (b) Dict. TAG
Figure 3.12: Time-series plot of averaged signal intensity for recovered (at R = 6)
and reference images for the in-vivo myocardial perfusion data.
images at acceleration R = 6 using the Dict. VDF and the Dict. TAG
techniques, respectively. The selected blood pool (in red) and myocardium (in
green) regions are shown in Figs. 3.9b. As expected, the time series curve
for recovered images using the Dict. TAG scheme follows the reference curve
more closely than the curve for the Dict. VDF sampling scheme.
3.4.5 Tumor Resection
Figure 3.13 shows the performance of the proposed tagging based signal
encoding in real applications such as T1-weighted imaging for brain tumor
resections. Figure. 3.13a shows a T1-weighted brain slice (real valued) from
a brain tumor affected patient data set. The image is retrospectively under-
sampled using the VDF and TAG sampling schemes and the error images for
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(a) Reference (b) Dict. VDF (c) Dict. TAG




Figure 3.13: Comparison of the proposed tagging RF pulses based signal encod-
ing formulation (TAG) with variable density Fourier undersampling (VDF ) for the
image-patch dictionary based sparse model at an acceleration R = 3.
the recovered images are shown in Figs. 3.13b and 3.13c, respectively. The
Dict. TAG technique preserves the boundaries with higher fidelity than Dict.
VDF allowing for resection margins closer to the real tumor boundary. Figs.
3.13d, 3.13e and 3.13f show the zoomed tumor region from the reference image,
the Dict. VDF and the Dict. TAG recovered images, respectively.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter a novel MR signal encoding formulation using tagging
radio frequency pulses is presented. The proposed formulation results in sam-
ples which are mixtures of k-space data, therefore even at high under-sampling
the k-space is acquired more uniformly when compared with other variable
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density schemes. The new encoding formulation is further combined with a
dictionary learned for sparse representations of image-patches for MR images
recovery from under-sampled data. A dictionary for image-patches is used to
encode the redundancy in high-frequency content of the underlying dynamic
images. The results of MR image recovery experiments using tagging based
MR signal acquisition method on an in-vivo myocardial perfusion data set




Development, Tuning and Comparison of
Spiral Variants for High Resolution FMRI
4.1 Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with high spatial reso-
lution (≤ 1.5-mm voxels) is useful and desirable for a variety of applications.
For example, fine-scale functional features such as ocular-dominance columns
can be resolved on the surface of cerebral cortex [22, 138], while other aspects
of neural function can be resolved in the depth of cortex [100, 111]. In particu-
lar, high-resolution imaging is critical to quantify brainstem function because
its various nuclei have small dimensions. Of particular interest is superior
colliculus (SC), a laminar structure, with three millimeter-scale subdivisions:
superficial layers that receive direct retinal inputs, intermediate layers associ-
ated with visual attention and oculomotor responses, and deep layers that play
a role in multi-sensory integration [136]. The superficial visual layers are or-
ganized retinotopically [27, 70, 71, 114], and thus are an ideal subject to study
high-resolution brainstem imaging because their organization permits delin-
eation of small (∼3 mm) retinotopically specific regions-of-interest (ROIs).
Functional imaging in brainstem is challenging compared to cerebral
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Figure 4.1: Anatomy of the superiror colliculus (SC). a) SC is located on the dorsal
surface of the brainstem (pointed by the yellow-arrow), b) A 3D surface of brainstem
with SC marked in black-ouline, c) Laminar structure of SC in primates.
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cortex because signal levels are low while noise levels are high. Signals are
reduced in brainstem mostly because of its deep location. Functional contrast
levels are also relatively low, even for the strongest visual stimuli. At the
same time, noise levels can be higher in brainstem, because it is adjacent to
large vascular structures that supply and drain blood from the brain. There-
fore, physiological nuisance artifacts are particularly pronounced in superficial
brainstem structures such as SC. Thus, SC offers the challenge of obtaining
high spatial resolution despite particularly low contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).
Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) and spiral are the two most commonly used
trajectories for fMRI acquisitions. An EPI trajectory covers k-space in a raster
fashion, and in doing so it uses the underlying gradient systems inefficiently.
The need for continual polarity reversals in gradient amplitude generally do
not permit operation at full power; instead the trajectories are slew-rate lim-
ited [45]. Spiral trajectories use the gradient system more efficiently through
equal energy deposition in two gradient directions and by avoiding the cor-
ners of k-space [10, 25, 45]. Spiral trajectories therefore have relatively shorter
readout durations than EPI trajectories. However, independent of the trajec-
tory, to obtain satisfactory SNR high-resolution fMRI requires long readout
durations compared to the T ∗2 signal decay in gray matter. For this reason,
multi-shot acquisitions are necessary; however they are susceptible to motion
based inter-shot off-resonance errors. Multi-shot spiral acquisition is amenable
to self-navigation schemes, reducing some of the shot-to-shot errors. Also, the
trajectory oversamples low spatial frequencies, which renders head motion as
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(a) Echo planar imaging (EPI)
(b) Spiral
Figure 4.2: Gradient waveforms and k -space trajectory for (a) Echo planar imaging
(EPI) and, (b) Spiral.
blurring in recovered images as opposed to ghosting in EPI, thereby making
spiral acquisitions relatively more robust to motion than EPI [25, 45].
The spiral trajectory is asymmetric with respect to the echo time, and
the most commonly used variant starts at the origin and moves outwards,
which we will term spiral out. The alternative variant that starts from k-space
periphery and moves inwards will be termed spiral in. The spiral-in variant
improves upon the acquisition (TR) efficiency of spiral out, while acquiring
a comparably similar T ∗2 weighted image [13]. In addition, spiral in exhibits
lower signal dropout than spiral out for regions compromised by macroscopic
susceptibility field gradients (SFGs) near air-tissue interfaces [47, 105]. How-
ever, in homogeneous regions, spiral in shows lower sensitivity to the Blood
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Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal than the out-variant [48, 105]. The
reduced BOLD sensitivity of spiral-in was attributed to the different contrast
weighting obtained in the region-of-interest due to T ∗2 relaxation [105]. Spi-
ral variants also include dual-echo trajectories that traverse k-space twice after
each excitation. Combination of single-echo out- and in-variants results in four
dual-echo variants. Among them the in-out variant is the most widely studied
and previously shown to: 1) reduce the signal dropouts in regions compromised
by SFGs and, 2) increase image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in homogeneous
regions resulting in increased BOLD activation volumes [47, 48, 105]. More
recently, the in-in variant was found to be superior to in-out variant in terms
of recovering BOLD activation in regions affected by SFGs. However, in this
study, the in-out images were created by combining individual echo images
from in-in and out-out variants [82]. In the same study the out-out variant
was shown to yield images with the highest image SNR among all spiral vari-
ants [82].
In this chapter, I evaluate the use of dual-echo spiral variants for high-
resolution functional imaging. High-resolution imaging is affected by various
noise sources such as increased thermal noise due to small voxels and higher off-
resonance errors due to multi-shot acquisitions and longer readout durations.
The noise is more pronounced for smaller functional units such as SC which
are close to large blood vessels and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) and show more
T ∗2 inhomogeneity than cortex. The increased noise in high-resolution imaging
reduces BOLD sensitivity of fMRI acquisitions. Acquisition of two echoes using
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dual-echo variants should reduce noise, make the acquisition more robust to
T ∗2 heterogeneity, and thereby improve the BOLD sensitivity of high-resolution
fMRI. Due to an inadequate knowledge of fMRI noise processes, particularly
at high resolutions, it is difficult to extrapolate the results of previous low-
resolution studies to the high-resolution regime. Moreover, previous studies
focused on signal recovery in regions affected by SFGs, and therefore measured
BOLD sensitivity using activation volumes. This measure is not satisfactory
to assess the performance of high-resolution imaging applications.
The chapter compares BOLD sensitivity in human superior colliculus
obtained at high resolution using various spiral variants (single- and dual-echo)
and the commonly used EPI trajectory. Similar to previous studies, image
SNR values are calculated and reported. This extends the results of previ-
ous studies from low-resolution to high-resolution regime. Moreover, unlike
previous studies, the BOLD sensitivity is characterized through activation sig-
nal and noise amplitudes within functionally and anatomically defined ROIs.
For reference BOLD sensitivity is also evaluated in early visual cortex (EVC),
which has been extensively studied and well characterized in the past. It is rel-
atively large is size and does not require high spatial resolution when evaluated
on the scale of visual areas (e.g., V1, V2).
This chapter is further organized as follows. Section 4.2 details the
development efforts for the dual echo spiral sequences and the off-resonance
correction schemes used. Section 4.3 presents the acquisition protocols and
stimulus used for acquiring the functional data on healthy volunteers. This
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section also summarizes the fMRI analysis methods used to convert acquire
raw data into BOLD CNR values. Section 4.4 presents the results of our high
resolution study. In section 4.5 we present a detailed characterization of results
and compare with those of previous studies. Finally, section 4.6 concludes the
chapter.
4.2 Pulse Sequence Development
Spiral imaging sequences mostly rely on Archimedean spirals, i.e., spiral
trajectories with equidistant revolutions. An Archimedean spiral (single-shot)
can be parametrized by k(t) = λ θ(t) eiθ(t), where, θ(t) represents a mono-
tonically increasing function, k(t) = kx(t) + i ky(t) is the k-space trajectory,
and λ = FOV−1 is the distance chosen between the neighboring revolutions to
satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem. The trajectory k(t) is given by the time
integral of the gradient waveform G(t). Therefore, the required gradients for
a spiral trajectory can be calculated by G(t) = λ
γ
θ̇(t) [1 + iθ(t)] eiθ(t), where,
θ̇ ≡ dθ/dt and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The function θ(t) represents the
sampling points on the spiral trajectory. Finding an exact θ(t) requires for-
mulating the above problem as a differential equation with suitable boundary
conditions on maximum gradient amplitude and slew-rate [44, 74]. An ana-
lytical solution for determining θ(t) has not been found [10, 44]. However,
a simple analytical approximation to the differential equation has been pre-
sented by Glover [44] and shown to adequately reproduce the exact solution.
The approach first operates the gradients at their maximum rate of change
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(a) Gradients (b) k -Space trajectory
Figure 4.3: Gradient waveforms and k -space trajectory for an Archimedean spiral
out trajectory.
(slew-rate limited), until maximum gradient amplitude is reached as shown in
fig. 4.3. The trajectory is completed by a brief gradient lobe that returns to
the k-space origin.
4.2.1 Dual Echo Spiral Variants
Dual echo spiral variants are obtained by concatenating the gradient
waveform of single-echo out-trajectory either with itself (out-out variant) or
its reversed waveform (for in-out and in-in variants). Figure 4.4 shows the de-
signed dual-echo gradient waveforms for the variants: in-in, in-out and out-out.
Reconstructed images for individual echoes are also shown. Image reconstruc-
tion was done by gridding with a Kaiser-Bessel kernel using 2:1 oversampling.
In figs 4.4d, 4.4e and 4.4g there is relatively less signal drop-out near the sinus
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cavities as opposed to that in figs. 4.4f, 4.4h and 4.4i. This demonstrates the
higher sensitivity of inward echoes over that of outward echoes in acquiring
signal in regions affected susceptibility induced field gradients. This observa-
tion is consistent with various studies [47, 48, 82, 105]. Also, the T ∗2 contrast
for the individual in and out echoes for the in-out variant differs despite having
the same echo time (≈ 42ms). This is due to the fact that in the two echoes
their higher k-space frequencies have a different T ∗2 relaxation weighting [105].
4.2.2 Self-Navigation Correction
For multi-shot spiral acquisitions, motion leads to inter-shot phase in-
consistencies that result in off-resonance distortions and thus reduce the ad-
vantages of multi-shot acquisitions. Motion results in phase variation between
shots at the k-space origin which is partially compensated using a zeroth-
order correction [46]. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of self navigation correction
on a brain image acquired using a 3-shot spiral-out trajectory on a healthy
volunteer.
4.2.3 Field Inhomogeneity Correction
Field map inhomogeneity arises due to: 1) the main-B0 field inhomo-
geneity and, 2) the susceptibility induced field gradients. To correct for field
inhomogeneity based off-resonance effects a local field map was calculated us-
ing two images that are acquired at slightly offset echo times. The phase
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(a) In-in (b) In-out (c) Out-out
(d) In (42ms) (e) In (42ms) (f) Out (7ms)
(g) In (77ms) (h) Out (42ms) (i) Out (42ms)
Figure 4.4: Gradient waveforms and images for individual echoes for the dual echo
spiral variants: in-in, in-out and out-out. Echo time for each echo is specified in the
caption below each image.
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(a) Reference (b) SNC corrected (c) Correction
Figure 4.5: Self navigation correction on a brain image acquired using a 3-shot spiral
out trajectory with a field-of-view=192mm at an isometric resolution of 1.2mm. In
(c) the grayscale colormap is mapped from zero to 6.1% of the highest intensity in
(a).
difference accrued between the two images is assumed to be a direct effect of
underlying field inhomogeneity. The echo offset, the ∆TE, is kept small to
avoid 2π phase wraps between the two images. The acquired field map is then
approximated using a first-order model estimated using a maximum-likelihood
formulation [57, 61]. The estimation problem is a weighted least-squares mini-
mization problem, where weights are simply the magnitude of the image voxels.
Voxel magnitude based weights ensure that weaker field map data does not
heavily influence the estimation of the linear parameters. Once the acquired
field map has been approximated, the corresponding linear correction is ap-
plied in the gridding image reconstruction.
Figure 4.6 shows the complete process of field map correction on a
phantom image. Figure 4.6b shows the acquired field map which when ap-
proximated by a linear map shows a variation of 0.6772 Hz/cm and 0.8496
Hz/cm in the x- and y-axis, respectively. Figure 4.6c shows the original and
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(a) Reference (b) Estimated Field (c) Warped Trajectories
(d) Corrected (e) Correction (f) Density Curves
Figure 4.6: B0 field inhomogeneity estimation and distortion correction on a phan-
tom. (a) Reference, (b) Estimated B0 field inhomogeneity, (c) Designed and warped
k-space trajectory for a linear field map approximation, corresponding density curves





Figure 4.7: B0 field inhomogeneity estimation and distortion correction on a brain
image. (a) Reference, (b) Estimated B0 field inhomogeneity, (c) Distortion corrected
image and, (d) Estimated field map distortion.
the warped trajectory corresponding to a rotation of ≈ 51◦ in the spiral tra-
jectory. Figure 4.6d shows the distortion corrected image obtained by gridding
the trajectory data for the warped trajectory using adjusted density compen-
sation shown in fig. 4.6f. The correction is shown in fig. 4.6e which shows
strong improvement in edges as the blurring is reduced. Results for field map
correction for a brain image are shown in fig. 4.7.
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4.3 Functional Imaging
Imaging was performed on 3T scanners (Siemens Skyra and Trios) using
the product 32-channel head coil. Figure 4.8a shows an example prescription
and a functional image from a single-echo spiral-out acquisition. In this pre-
scription, twelve 1.2-mm-thick quasi-axial slices were oriented roughly perpen-
dicular to the local neuraxis to cover the entire SC with a 192-mm field-of-view
(FOV). This prescription also samples a portion of early visual cortex. For
the spiral sequence variants (single-echo: out, in; dual-echo: in-in, in-out and
out-out), we chose TR = 1 sec, so with three shots, a volume was acquired
every 3 seconds. Maximum gradient of 24 mT/m and maximum slew rate of
150 T/m/s resulted in Tacq = 35ms at acquisition bandwidth 200 kHz/pixel.
In analogy; we used 3x GRAPPA acceleration to obtain the same resolution
using the EPI sequence [37, 79, 96] with a somewhat smaller FOV of 154mm.
An echo spacing of 1.30 milliseconds was used, which resulted in Tacq = 49
ms. To avoid fold-over effects due to small FOV, a saturation band was pre-
scribed over the anterior portion of the head. The resulting set of images was
then temporally rebinned to 3-sec sampling to improve SNR and allow direct
comparison with the spiral data. A set of T1-weighted structural images was
obtained on a prescription co-aligned with the above structural images at the
end of each scan session using a 3D FLASH sequence (15◦ flip angle, 0.78-mm
pixels, minimum TE and TR). These images were used to align the functional
data to the segmented structural reference volume (see below).
For spiral dual-echo variants, a single image is obtained by combin-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) Typical prescription and acquired functional image. (b) Axial slice
from structural reference volume (left-top), corresponding transformed functional
data (left-bottom). Enlargements on right show SC superficial surface (yellow) ob-
tained from structural volume (green inset), and its close correspondence to contrast
boundaries in the functional image (red inset).
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ing the individual echo images using three combination schemes: 1) signal-
weighted (Sig-wt), 2) contrast-to-temporal-noise-ratio-weighted (CTNR-wt)
and, 3) contrast-sum (C-sum). For Sig-wt and CTNR-wt schemes, for each
voxel a combined time-series is calculated as a weighted-average of individual
echo time-series. In the Sig-wt, scheme the weights are linearly proportional
to the time-series mean signal of each echo. In CTNR-wt scheme, the weights
are calculated using the BOLD amplitude (see 4.3.1) and calculated time-
series noise; Sig-wt and CTNR-wt schemes have been used in previous studies
[82, 105]. The C-sum scheme simply adds the time-series of both echoes af-
ter each time-series has been corrected for second-order temporal trends and
mean-subtracted. (Note: the CTNR-wt scheme was originally identified in
[82, 105] as CNR-wt, however in this chapter CNR is specifically loosely to
refer to BOLD CNR. For greater precision, we use the more detailed abbre-
viation CTNR-wt.) Image SNR was evaluated voxel-wise using the method
described in [78], in which the noise was estimated from the difference im-
age between two consecutive time frames. Noise measured this way includes
image-to-image fluctuations, and can also eliminate the effect of potential alias-
ing artifacts outside the brain [78]. The SNR values reported in this chapter
are average values over multiple subjects and over voxels within selected ROIs
inside the brain; our methods are consistent with previous study [82].
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Structural imaging
In a separate session for each subject, we acquired a structural refer-
ence volume with good gray-white contrast using a MP-RAGE sequence (TI
= 950 ms, 9◦ flip angle, isometric voxel size of 0.7 mm, two averages, ∼ 25-
min duration). The anatomical images collected in each functional scan session
were used to align the functional data to this structural 3D reference volume.
Figure 4.8b (right-top) shows a structural axial-plane and the corresponding
transformed functional data (right-bottom) acquired using a spiral-out tra-
jectory. The insets (in fig. 4.8b) show enlargements from the structural and
functional data; yellow dashed lines show boundaries of SC tissue evident in
the T1-weighted image and at corresponding locations contrast boundaries are
visible in the functional images. The results confirm the effective spatial lo-
calization of the spiral imaging for both outward and inward trajectories, with
similar results for EPI.
From structural volume we segmented the tissue of the midbrain, brain-
stem, and portions of the thalamus using a combination of automatic and man-
ual methods provided by the ITK-SNAP application [142]. The CSF-tissue
interface of the brainstem was interpolated from the segmentation using iso-
density surface tesselation, and this initial surface was refined to reduce aliasing
artifacts using a volume-preserving deformable-surface algorithm (Fig. 4.10b)
[137]. In cortex, the FreeSurfer software suite was used to initially segment
the white matter and gray matter at 1-mm sampling [24]. These segmenta-
tions were then upsampled to 0.7-mm and adjusted manually to correct errors
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and obtain full resolution. At the adjusted gray-white interface, a smooth
surface was obtained using the same methods used for brainstem. These 3D-
surfaces provide a means to visualize the functional data and allow for its
depth-averaging to increase SNR (see below).
Stimulus
Stimuli were generated using Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Mas-
sachusetts) running PsychToolbox-3 [12] on a Macintosh Pro computer. Figure
4.9 shows an alternating lateralized hemifield stimulation and attention proto-
col used to maximize the functional response in the SC and the visual cortex.
A 144◦ wedge of moving dots (mean speed 4◦/s) alternated 9.5 times between
the left and right visual fields with a 24-s period. The wedge on each side
was divided into 2 × 4 virtual sectors and task of the subjects was to dis-
criminate if the dots in one of the sectors were moving faster or slower than
dots in other sectors. During fMRI scanning sessions, subjects maintained
fixation and performed the speed-discrimination task over the course of many
228-second-duration runs.
4.3.1 FMRI analysis
Analysis of the fMRI data was done using the mrVista software package
(available for download at white.stanford.edu) as well as tools developed upon
the mrVista framework in our lab. We estimated in-scan motion using a robust
scheme [98] applied to a temporally smoothed (5-frame boxcar) version of the
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Figure 4.9: Lateralized hemifield moving dot stimulus. Subjects performed a speed-
discrimination task among virtual sectors shown as dotted outlines in first image.
Stimulus alternated from left to right hemifield with a 24-s period.
fMRI time-series data. Between-run motion was corrected using the same
intensity-based scheme, this time applied to the temporally averaged intensity
of the entire run. The last run of the session was used as the reference. After
motion correction, the many runs recorded during each session were averaged
together to improve SNR. The intensity of the averaged data were spatially
normalized to reduce the effects of coil inhomogeneity. The normalization
used a homomorphic method, that is, dividing by a low-pass filtered version
of the temporally averaged volume image intensities with an additive robust
correction for estimated noise.
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Figure 4.10: Examples of sinusoidal fits to time series in a) visual cortex, and b)
SC. Contrast is defined as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fit, while phase mea-
sures the time delay between the onset of the response in the right visual hemifield
with the hemodynamic response. BOLD contrast maps on (c) partially inflated
left-hemisphere, and (d) brainstem with SC outlined (dark-blue). Thresholded (co-
herence >0.4) phase maps on (e) cortex, and (f) brainstem. Thresholded contrast
maps on (g) left and right hemispheres with visual areas outlined (V1 green; V2
red; V3 blue), and (h) brainstem (ROI marked in green).
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Depth averaging
In SC, a Euclidean nearest-neighbor distance map was calculated be-
tween tissue voxels and the vertices of the SC surface. In cortex, we used a
morphing scheme to calculate a self-consistent depth coordinate system nor-
malized to local gray-matter thickness [73]. Functional data were then aligned
and re-sampled to the reference volume ([98]. Thus, each volume voxel was
now associated with a functional time-series and a depth coordinate. We used
the coordinates to average the data through particular depth ranges of the
SC or cortex. In SC, averaging was performed on the range of 0.6 − 1.8 mm
to avoid contamination with superficial vascular tissue and CSF. In cortex,
averaging was limited to the central half of the gray-matter thickness to avoid
contamination with both white matter and the superficial highly vascular tis-
sue above the pial surface.
BOLD contrast
A sinusoid at the stimulus repetition frequency was then fit to the nor-
malized time series at each voxel, and from this fit we derived volume maps
of response amplitude, coherence, and phase. The amplitude quantifies the
functional contrast, contrast = 2 × amplitude, while the phase measures the
time lag between stimulus onset in the left hemifield and the hemodynamic re-
sponse (Fig. 4.10a and b). The coherence value is equivalent to the correlation
coefficient of the time-series data with its best-fit sinusoid. Figure 4.10 shows
BOLD contrast and phase maps for a spiral-out reference session. The maps
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are transformed onto 3D surfaces, with Figs. 4.10c, e, and g corresponding to
cortex, figs. 4.10, and Figs. 4.10d, f, and h corresponding to brainstem. Maps
in 4.10e-h are thresholded at coherence > 0.4.
BOLD Noise
FMRI noise has a non-Gaussian distribution. To estimate fMRI noise,
bootstrapping, a non-parametric statistical analysis method [32–34], was used
to estimate confidence intervals on the functional contrast obtained in each
session. Each experimental condition in our measurements included at least
seven runs. This set of runs were resampled with replacement, and the re-
sampled set was then averaged and analyzed as above to obtain the functional
contrast. This process was repeated 10000 times to generate an estimate of
the statistical distribution of the contrast. The 68% confidence intervals were
calculated from this distribution, and BOLD noise amplitude was defined as
half the difference between the upper and lower interval. For a normal noise
distribution, this calculation would precisely correspond to the standard-error-
of-the-mean.
4.3.2 Region-of-interest generation
In SC, ROIs were obtained in each subject using our standard functional
imaging protocol, single-echo spiral out with TE = 40 ms, which was shown
to be very effective in generating retinotopic maps of the visual field [69, 71].
These “reference sessions” consisted of 12 runs of the lateralized moving-dot
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Figure 4.11: Computation of BOLD noise within an ROI. Bootstrapping (blue-
bars) is used to estimate a distribution (green-curve) for BOLD amplitudes within
the ROI. BOLD noise is defined as the 68% confidence interval length.
stimulus protocol described above. The sinusoidal fitting procedure was then
applied to depth-averaged mean data to obtain a map of coherence upon each
SC. We manually chose the point of maximum coherence upon rostral SC,
which contains the retinotopic representation of the stimulus aperture, and
expanded this region in a fashion that maximized the mean coherence of a
contiguous region of SC with area 6− 8 mm2 around this point; this area was
chosen based on the expected retinotopic distribution of the stimulus repre-
sentation. SC ROIs delineated using this process for a subject are overlaid
atop the coherence amplitude and phase maps in Figs. 4.10f & 4.10h, respec-
tively. In visual cortex, we defined ROIs from the baseline session by choosing
the top 50% of coherence for depth-averaged data within visual areas V1–3.
Visual areas were defined for each subject in separate fMRI sessions using a
tomographic PRF method [51]. Figure 4.10c-d shows visual areas V1–3 in the
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left and right hemispheres, respectively.
4.3.3 Data Acquisition
Tuning Data
We tuned each trajectory to find the optimal echo time at which it
yielded the highest BOLD CNR. To tune each variant, functional data was
acquired on a single subject over a broad range of echo times. Data was
analyzed and CNR is calculated in a selected ROI. A parabola was fitted
to the CNR for various echo times and the peak of the parabola was used
to estimate the optimal TE for the selected trajectory. For each variant a
subject was selected from a pool of 3 healthy volunteers. For each echo time,
6 functional runs of ∼ 4 min. duration each were acquired. Data acquisition
for all echo times for a variant are distributed over two acquisition sessions
with 2− 3 different echo times per session. This resulted in tuning sessions of
12− 18 functional runs of duration 70− 90 minutes.
Comparison Data
Functional data was acquired on five healthy volunteers (age 25 − 55
years, mean 35± 12 years; one female) for spiral variants: in, in-in, in-out and
out-out, and for EPI. Single-echo spiral-out was used as a reference trajectory.
In each comparison session, seven runs each were acquired for spiral-out and
for one of the five aforementioned trajectories. To account for day-to-day vari-
ability 2 comparison session were acquired per subject per trajectory. Thus, a
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total of 10 comparison sessions were acquired per trajectory.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Image Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Previous studies used image SNR as a metric for comparing the per-
formance of the sequence variants. To establish a point of comparison of our
results to these studies, we measured SNR for each of our dual-echo trajec-
tories. Figure 4.12 compares SNR values obtained in EVC and SC in our
studies to those obtained by a previous study [82]. In [82] 12 healthy volun-
teers performed a complex finger tapping task and whole-brain fMRI scans
were acquired on a 1.5 T scanner using 3.8-mm isometric voxels for a ROI
defined in motor cortex, and imaging data was acquired for in-in and out-out
spiral variants. The in-out data was then constructed using the first and sec-
ond echoes from in-in and out-out variants, respectively. In comparison, our
results are acquired using 1.2-mm isometric voxels on a 3T scanner by direct
acquisition of all three variants.
A comparison of relative trends extends the results of the previous
study into a high-resolution regime. The challenge of high resolution is clearly
evident. For the single echoes, SNR is about two-fold lower in cortex at high
resolution, and drops by another factor of two in SC. When the two echo
images are simply averaged, for both low and high resolution, SNR increases
in the order: in-in, in-out and out-out in cortex. However, there is no longer a
significant difference between the in-in and in-out pairs. In SC, there is again
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of mean image SNR values for low and high resolution
fMRI acquisitions. a) From a previous low resolution study (3.8 mm isometric
voxels) [82]: within an ROI defined in motor cortex for a finger tapping task. From
our high resolution study (1.2 mm isometric voxels) which uses a moving dot speed
discrimination task: b) visual cortex and, c) superior colliculus. Data in [82] is
averaged over 12 sessions and in our study its averaged over 10 sessions.
no difference in SNR between in-in and in-out, but out-out is clearly stronger.
Temporal SNR values for EPI and the single-echo spiral reference were
obtained across the many sessions. In EVC, we observed mean SNRs of
27.3±5.3 for EPI as compared to 36.9±5.3 for the reference. In SC, we ob-
served 11.3±1.4 for EPI as compared to 19.1±2.5 for the reference. Thus, EPI
appears to provide a significantly lower temporal SNR than the single-echo
spiral reference trajectory (p < 0.0004).
4.4.2 Echo Time Tuning
As expected, CNR varied with echo time in EVC (Fig. 4.13). Because
T ∗2 was similar in both SC and EVC ROIs, we chose to perform our echo-time
tuning using the EVC data because of its much higher CNR. Parabolic fits to
the data provided estimates of optimal echo time for each trajectory (Table
4.1). The fitting process was effective for most of the variants, but spiral
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(a) EPI (b) In
(c) In-in (d) In-out
(e) Out-out
Figure 4.13: Echo time (TE) tuning for various trajectories in cortex for high-
resolution fMRI. The peak of parabolic fits to BOLD CNR values over multiple
echo times is selected as the optimal TE.
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Table 4.1: Tuned echo times (TE) for various trajectories based on data analysis
presented in fig. 4.13







out-out did not exhibit a clear maximum.
4.4.3 Dual Echo Combination Schemes
Figures 4.14a & b show mean contrast and noise for dual-echo spiral
variants in EVC and SC, respectively. Data is shown for the individual echoes,
the combined echoes and the single-echo spiral-out reference acquisition for
comparison. In EVC, BOLD contrast is strong, ∼ 4× stronger than in SC. In
EVC, all dual-echo variants show higher contrast for the second echo than the
first. In SC, the same pattern is evident for spiral out-out, but the first echo
is stronger than the second echo for both in-in and in-out. For all variants,
the second echo is consistently noisier than the first echo.
Contrast and noise are affected differently when the individual echoes
are combined by the three methods. For the signal-weighted (Sig-wt) com-
bination, contrast and noise roughly follow the echo that exhibits the higher
mean image intensity. This is clearest for the in-in and out-out variants for
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of various dual-echo combination schemes for the in-in,
in-out and out-out spiral variants. a) & b) Mean BOLD contrast and noise for
individual echoes and three combination schemes of Sig-wt, CTNR-wt and C-sum
for cortex and superior colliculus, respectively. Data for the reference acquisition
are also shown. c) & d) Corresponding mean BOLD CNR. e) & f) Mean relative
CNR (w.r.t reference) for the combination schemes with the SEM plotted as error
bars.
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which the first echo has a mean intensity that is stronger than the second echo
by a factor of e
Tacq
T∗2 . For the contrast-weighted (CTNR-wt) combination, it is
difficult to interpret its effect because of its more complex combination-weight
calculation. For the contrast-sum (C-sum) approach, the contrast sum results
in a large increase in contrast, but also substantial increase in noise.
Figures 4.14c & d show the CNR corresponding to panels a & b. The
CNR difference between EVC and SC is dramatic: CNR in EVC is 9.2×
larger than in SC. The combination schemes offer differing performance im-
provements over the individual echoes. The Sig-wt and CTNR-wt schemes
consistently perform better than the C-sum scheme. Comparatively, for both
Sig-wt and CTNR-wt schemes, a reduction in BOLD noise is observed that
leads to an increase in CNR over the individual echoes.
Figures 4.14e & f show CNR normalized to the reference acquisition.
Error bars reflect the standard-error-of-the-mean (SEM) across sessions. The
Sig-wt and CTNR-wt combination schemes generally succeed in increasing
CNR over the individual echoes, but performance is mixed for the C-sum
scheme. Overall, there are no significant differences between the combination
schemes. There are weak trends for the Sig-wt and CTNR-wt schemes to
outperform the C-sum scheme (p ∼ 0.3). Generally the Sig-wt and CTNR-wt
schemes perform about the same. We therefore chose to use the Sig-wt scheme
in further analysis because it is not dependent upon the experiment design.
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4.4.4 Sequence Comparison
Figure 4.15a shows contrast and noise normalized to the reference tra-
jectory for each of the five trajectory variants in EVC. EPI performance is
similar to the reference spiral out. Interestingly, spiral in offers a trend to-
ward contrast improvement (p = 0.11), while noise remains largely unchanged.
When two spiral-in echoes are combined, however, the contrast improvement
is smaller, but noise increases substantially. The spiral in-out combination
produces significantly greater contrast (p < 0.002), with a variable increase
in noise (p ∼ 0.26). Finally the out-out combination produces lower contrast
(p ∼ 0), but even lower noise (p < 0.01).
Figure 4.15b shows normalized contrast and noise for the five trajec-
tory variants in SC. For most of the trajectory variants, the large errors are
indicative of the small CNR observed in SC. All trajectories except the out-
out show improvement in contrast, however there is also an increase in noise.
The increase in contrast does not reach significance: EPI (p ∼ 0.12), spiral
in (p ∼ 0.19), in-in (p ∼ 0.11) and, in-out (p ∼ 0.14). In comparison, the
increase in noise is significant: EPI (p < 0.006), spiral in (p < 0.008), in-in
(p < 0.02) and, in-out (p < 0.03). The out-out variant shows a trend for lower
contrast (p ∼ 0.21), but produces significantly less noise (p < 0.005).
Figure 4.15c shows the mean relative CNR for the five trajectories in
EVC. There are trends for improved CNR for three of the variants. Single
echo spiral-in is marginally superior to the reference (mean improvement 13%,
p = 0.11). Greater improvements are seen for spiral in-out (mean 27%, p =
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of BOLD contrast, noise and CNR for EPI and spiral
variants: in, in-in, in-out and out-out with the single-echo spiral-out trajectory. a)
& b) Mean relative contrast and noise for cortex and superior colliculus, respectively.
c) & d) Mean relative CNR for cortex and superior colliculus, respectively. Error
bars reflect the standard-error-of-the-mean (SEM).
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0.06), and spiral out-out (mean 24%, p = 0.07). EPI performance is similar
to the reference acquisition, and spiral in-in is slightly worse. In SC (Fig.
4.15d), only the dual-echo spiral out-out shows better performance than the
reference acquisition (mean 55%, p = 0.05). Performance of the other variants
is statistically indistinguishable from the reference.
4.5 Discussion
Our results quantify signal, contrast, and noise for high-resolution fMRI
in both early visual cortex (EVC) and superior colliculus (SC). Results dra-
matically illustrate the challenges of subcortical imaging because of its lower
SNR and much lower CNR. The low-resolution data in Fig. 4.12 cannot be
directly compared to the current high-resolution data because of differences
in field strength, scanner vendor, etc., but we can make detailed comparison
between the high-resolution data in EVC and SC. Overall, the drop in SNR
is only a factor of two between the two areas, and this mostly reflects reduced
signal because SC is located farther from the coil elements. The 9.2× CNR
drop of SC is mostly the consequence of reduced contrast (∼ 4.2×), with a
milder noise increase (∼ 2.2×). Thus, midbrain imaging is predominantly
difficult because BOLD contrast here is much lower than that in cortex, but
increased noise also plays a role. Combining dual echoes is one strategy for
dealing with the challenge of low CNR.
We used functional CNR as a metric to compare the performance of
various multi-shot spiral variants for high-resolution imaging in human SC.
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A similar performance analysis was also applied to GRAPPA-accelerated EPI
acquisition. All acquisition trajectories were first evaluated to obtain opti-
mal echo times. For each trajectory, optimal TE was chosen as the peak of
parabola fitted to CNR values at multiple echo times for a subject. In SC,
most spiral variants, and EPI, had similar performance. However, we observed
significantly superior performance for the dual-echo spiral out-out variant. For
comparison, we also evaluated CNR performance in EVC. Here we again found
similar performance for both spiral out and EPI acquisitions. Notably, both
spiral in-out and out-out offered the best performance, about ∼25% better
than the reference. Single-echo spiral in also offered a small performance boost
of ∼13%.
Although EPI performed similarly to single-echo spiral out, it is notable
that the acquisition time for the EPI trajectory was 49 ms as compared to
35 ms for the spiral. This longer acquisition time should increase raw SNR
by 18%. There was, however, no evidence for this improvement in either
SNR or CNR; SNR was significantly lower, while CNR was similar to the
single-echo spiral-out reference trajectory. Thus, the efficient use of gradient
systems by the spiral trajectory appears to provide a small improvement in
performance over EPI. However, this improvement is offset by the reduced
acquisition efficiency of the asymmetric spiral out trajectory.
Our sequence performance evaluation strategy focused specifically on
CNR, which is a critical requirement for high-resolution fMRI studies. Previ-
ous studies [82, 105] focused on evaluating spiral variants for signal recovery
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in regions affected by susceptibility field gradients and evaluated performance
using volume of activation above an arbitrary statistical threshold. Here, we
used very small, ∼10 µL, retinotopically specified ROIs in the superficial lay-
ers of SC, putting a premium on accurate spatial localization both within
and across imaging sessions. Subcortical imaging experiments must focus on
small functional units that deliver comparatively weak signals and contrast
[27, 69, 71, 114] in the presence of strong physiological nuisance effects [76].
Our results thus provide useful guidance in the selection of imaging schemes
for such work.
The dual-echo spiral-out trajectory provided best performance in SC.
The first echo delivers relatively less contrast, but with much lower noise than
either the reference acquisition or the second echo. The second echo delivers
much higher contrast, but the noise level is similarly increased. When the
two echoes are then combined, the overall contrast is actually lower than the
reference, but the noise is reduced still more. Apparently, this variant performs
well because of noise suppression in the signal-weighted averaging process.
Both spiral out-out and in-out performed well in EVC. Spiral out-out
again obtains its performance boost from noise suppression. Spiral in-out op-
erates differently, offering a substantial increment in contrast with a relatively
smaller increment in noise.
The performance of sequences using an inward spiral trajectory in SC
was somewhat disappointing. It is possible that these trajectories were sen-
sitive to small gradient errors during the initial pre-phase lobe. However, we
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observed similar fidelity between contrast boundaries for both spiral in and
spiral out images (Fig. 4.8). We therefore conclude that the trajectory fidelity
was satisfactory. Also, sequences containing the spiral-in trajectory did show
improvements in EVC. Certainly, the smaller ROIs in SC require finer spatial
resolution than those in EVC. Each dual-echo combination provides different
weightings of the spatial-frequency content within the BOLD contrast. Thus,
it would appear that the dual-echo spiral out provides a better weighting for
high spatial resolution. However, the SC data is considerably noisier than that
in EVC, so it may be that finer details of trajectory performance will require
more experimentation to improve statistical power.
We evaluated three schemes for combining the two echoes: signal-
weighted, contrast-to-temporal-noise-ratio -weighted, and contrast-sum. There
were no statistically significant differences between these schemes, but the
contrast-sum scheme had a trend toward lower performance, while the other
two schemes offered statistically similar performance. The signal-weighted
scheme was therefore chosen for use in SC because it is independent of the ex-
periment design. This choice is also consistent with previous results [47, 105].
Although the dual-echo variants performed better than the other schemes,
the performance boost requires substantially higher total acquisition time.
This increase in acquisition time can be compensated by reducing the volu-
metric coverage. For example, in our imaging protocols the spiral dual-echo
out-out at TE = 30 ms can only acquire 9 slices in comparison to 12 slices for
the reference single-echo out trajectory with TE = 40 ms. This (25%) reduc-
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tion in volumetric coverage is acceptable for studies focused on imaging small
functional units such as the superior colliculus, however it is not satisfactory
for imaging larger regions such as the whole of early visual cortex. Otherwise,
improving slice coverage would require increasing the repetition time, or re-
ducing acquisition time through fewer interleaves or higher-speed trajectories
at the cost of lower SNR. Altogether, the performance boost of multi-echo
acquisition comes at a price of reduced volumetric coverage.
4.6 Conclusions
High-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging of human sub-
cortical brain structures is challenging due to their deep anatomical location
within the cranium and their comparatively weak BOLD responses even to
strong stimuli. Accordingly, functional data for SC exhibit both low SNR and
BOLD CNR. In this chapter, we evaluated the use of dual-echo spiral vari-
ants to improve the quality of the BOLD signal acquired from SC. Dual echo
variants: in-in, in-out and out-out were evaluated. For completeness we also
evaluated single-echo spiral in and a GRAPPA accelerated EPI sequence. Eval-
uation of the sequences was based on comparison of BOLD contrast-to-noise
ratio within retinotopically predefined regions-of-interest. All sequences were
compared relative to a single-echo spiral-out trajectory to establish a within-
session reference. In SC, the dual echo out-out outperformed the reference
trajectory, while all other trajectories performed comparably to the reference





Fast Dynamic Magnetic Resonance Imaging
using Linear Dynamical System Model
5.1 Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging is a slow imaging modality and many re-
search studies over the past two decades have focused on improving its imaging
speed. Many of the these studies are motivated by the emerging medical diag-
nostic procedures which rely on detailed characterization of physiological func-
tions of critical organs such as cardiac and brain [130, 132]. The early studies
(late 90s and early 2000s) were based on exploiting the redundancy in the raw
data space (spatial Fourier a.k.a k-space) in either the spatial dimension or the
temporal dimension or both [42, 59, 66, 67, 94, 104, 123, 125]. For example, k-t
BLAST [125], HYPR [94] and k-t FOCUSS [66, 67]: all formulate the problem
as recovering a residual image for each time-point with respect to a reference
image. The reference image encodes the data redundancy in image time-series
and is usually recovered by combing data from multiple time-points. More
recent studies (after 2006) are based on the theory of compressed sensing (CS)
which relies on recovering a transform of the underlying image in a basis where
its representation is sparse and which exhibits high incoherency with the k-
space sampling basis [15, 41, 83, 85, 87, 117]. CS-based techniques for dynamic
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MR applications enforce sparsity in the spatial dimension and/or in the tem-
poral dimension. For example, in [41, 83], the wavelet and one-dimensional
Fourier transforms are used to sparsify the images in the spatial and temporal
dimension. Clearly, CS techniques based on using sparsity priors in a single
dimension are sub-optimal as the inherent redundancy in the complimentary
dimension is unaccounted for. For other techniques, the sparsity priors in
multiple dimensions are weakly coupled by the Lagrange constants used in
the selected solution of the non-linear optimization problem. On the contrary,
all physiological functions can be modeled using linear or non-linear evolution
models. In these models the spatial and temporal redundancy is inherently
coupled. Therefore, a sparse recovery formulation based on time evolution
models of physiological functions should allow to recover images with higher
fidelity than previous techniques. In this paper, a linear dynamical system
based evolution model is combined with sparse recovery techniques to increase
imaging speeds in dynamic MRI.
Linear dynamical systems (LDS) have been previously used to model
various physiological processes such as: 1) blood flow in MR angiography and
perfusion studies and, 2) periodic motion in cardiac and abdominal imaging
[103, 141]. Thus, LDS models are generic and exhibit a wide applicability for
modeling various physiological functions. In recent past, LDS model has been
used for dynamic MRI formulations [3, 39, 118, 120, 127, 128]. In the classic
dynamical systems literature, a model for a changing state vector and mea-
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surement process is described by the following equations:
xk+1 =fk (xk) + uk (5.1a)
yk =Hk xk + vk (5.1b)
where, xk ∈ RN represents the signal of interest, fk (.) |RN → RN represents
the known evolution of the signal from time k to k + 1, yk ∈ RM is a set of
linear measurements of xk, vk ∈ RM is the associated measurement noise, and
uk ∈ RN is the modeling error for fk(.) (commonly termed as the innovations).
For a linear system the evolution function can be summarized as a N × N
matrix, i.e., fk(.) = Ak. In the case where Hk is invertible (N = M and
the matrix has full rank), state estimation at each iteration reduces to a least
squares problem.
In LDS based fast dynamic MRI formulations, the underlying images
are modeled as the hidden states xk and the under-sampled k-space data (i.e.,
M  N) as the observations yk. To accurately estimate the hidden states from
their highly under-sampled measurements solutions capable of leveraging the
additional knowledge of state dynamics and signal structure are required. The
techniques in [3, 127, 128] use signal sparsity to counter the under-determined-
ness of the LDS MRI problem. In [127], the states of the dynamical system
are assumed to be sparse and the state estimation problem is separated into
two sub-problems of support and value estimation. Authors in [127] propose a
CS-based ad-hoc Kalman filtering solution, where CS is used to estimate the
support and the Kalman filter is run on the estimated support to track the
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states. Similarly, in [3] authors assume sparse states along with a zero-mean
additive white Gaussian distribution for the state modeling noise. Their solu-
tion is based on adding a group-sparsity constraint to the established Kalman
smoothing formulation. The added constraint (group-LASSO) forces groups
of coefficients along the temporal dimension to zero. The approach of [128] ex-
tends that of [127], it enforces sparsity on state-differences as opposed to that
of state themselves. The aforementioned techniques assume the following: 1)
the states are sparse and, 2) the state transition matrix for changing support
of state vectors are always known. These two requirements are not necessarily
true for dynamic MR applications where the underlying images represent the
unknown states.
This chapter presents a novel formulation for fast dynamic MRI based
on linear dynamical system (LDS) model and sparse approximation methods.
In the proposed formulation, unlike previous techniques [3, 127, 128] the sys-
tem innovations are assumed to be sparse instead of the states themselves,
i.e., it is the error in state evolution model which is assumed to be sparse.
The proposed formulation makes no assumptions about the underlying images
like previous techniques, however it requires the knowledge of a time-evolution
model for the underlying function. This time-evolution model inherently en-
codes for data redundancies in both spatial- and temporal-space as opposed to
techniques which explicitly account for therm [41, 42, 66, 67, 83, 94, 125]. For
example, the highly constrained back projection (HYPR) method of [94] en-
forces spatio-temporal redundancy by explicitly sharing high-frequency details
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between neighboring time-frames and oversampling the low-frequency informa-
tion for each frame to capture the contrast information. The HYPR technique
has been shown to recover sparse angiographic images at high acceleration
factors ∼ 25 [94], however for not-so-sparse images gains of ∼4 only, have
been reported [42]. The preliminary results of dynamic MRI recovery experi-
ments on an in-vivo myocardial perfusion dataset show that the proposed LDS
based technique preserves details like edges and fine structures in recovered
images better than many of the previous techniques for static and dynamic
MRI [41, 66, 87, 94, 118, 120].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the
mathematical treatment of the proposed linear dynamical system based fast
dynamic MRI technique. Section 5.3 summarizes various experimental results
on an in-vivo myocardial perfusion and Cardiac CINE data sets. Finally,
section 5.3 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Linear Dynamical System based Dynamic MRI model
This section presents the mathematical formulation of the proposed
linear dynamical system based dynamic MRI model. Let xk represent the
Nx1 MR image acquired at kth time-point for a physiological function. The
dynamic MR imaging process in terms of the linear dynamical system is
xk+1 =Ak xk + uk (5.2a)
yk =Hk xk + vk (5.2b)
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where, Ak is the NxN state transition matrix, uk is the innovation, yk is the
acquired k-space data, Hk is the MxN under-sampling matrix (M  N) and
vk is the sampling noise. In this work, following assumptions are made: 1)
the state transition matrices Ak’s are known and, 2) the noise uk is sparse.
These assumptions are true for various physiological functions. For example,
in MR angiography and perfusion, within the imaged Field-of-View (FOV) the
anatomical boundaries do not change over time but only the image-contrast
varies over time. Thus, for angiography and perfusion studies, Ak is the iden-
tity transform and the sparse innovations uk models the contrast changes
between time-points if any. For cardiac CINE studies, the state transition
equation (5.2a) can be replaced with a 2nd order auto-regressive model while
still modeling the system innovations uk as sparse. Sampling noise vk is in
the complex space and is assumed to be N(0,Rk), where Rk is the covariance
matrix.
Similar to the solution of Kalman filter in Eq. (2.21), the fixed-interval





τi ‖ xi −Ai−1xi−1‖1 +
k∑
i=1
λi ‖ Hixi − yi ‖22 (5.3)
where, l1-norm reflects the sparsity.
To solve (5.3), we can solve for {ûi}ki=1 and then use them to estimate
for {x̂i}ki=1 explicitly using (5.2a). Now, the sparse innovations {ûi}ki=1 can be
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where, x̂0 is the initial estimate. Now, using (5.4) we can rearrange the second
term in (5.3) as
k∑
i=1
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where, y is the vector obtained by stacking {yi}ki=1 sampled vectors, ỹ =
y −HA−1u and H is
H =
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H1 0 . . . 0
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 (5.6)
Note, in (5.5b), A−1 is simple to calculate due to the lower-triangle property






‖ u ‖1 +
1
2
‖ HA−1u− ỹ ‖22 (5.7)
where, τi = 1, λi = 1∀i is assumed to yield the recognizable basis-pursuit
denoising problem of Eq. (2.12). In (5.7), the dimensionality of the problem
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increases with k. For tractable problems, a sliding window based approach
can be used. Problem (5.7) can be solved for using any of the previously
established methods [7, 20, 87]. The solution to (5.7) for all results presented
in this paper are obtained using the the NESTA toolbox which implements
the Nesterov’s algorithm [7].
5.3 Experiments and Results
The proposed linear dynamical system (LDS) based fast dynamic MRI
technique is validated through retrospective under-sampling experiments on
in-vivo myocardial perfusion and cardiac CINE data set (complex raw im-
ages). Following metrics are used to quantify the fidelity of recovered images
in retrospective experiments : (1) SNR : signal-to-noise ratio and, (2) SSIM:
structural similarity index. SNR in decibels (dB) is computed as the ratio
of the mean reference intensity to the root mean square of the reconstruction
error. SSIM provides a measure to assess the degradation of structural infor-
mation, it compares local pixel-intensity patterns that are normalized for lumi-
nance and contrast [131]. In this paper, experimental results are presented for
both 2DFT and radial under-sampled acquisitions. For radial under-sampling
inverse-gridding is used to generate k-space data from complex raw images.
5.3.1 Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
The myocardial perfusion data was acquired on a Siemens 3T scanner
with a saturation-recovery sequence (TR\TE= 2.5/1ms, saturation recovery
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(a) x17 (b) u18 (c) x18
(d) x17 (e) u18 (f) x18
Figure 5.1: Myocardial perfusion imaging data set. (a) & (c) Reference time-points
#17 and #18. (b) Reference innovation (uk) for time-point #18 which for this data
set is the difference image between (a) & (c). (d), (e) & (f) show zoomed regions
from the reference images for the region marked in (a).
time= 100ms) and comprises of an image matrix of size 90x190x70 (phase-
encodes x frequency encodes x temporal slices) [85]. For perfusion imaging
the evolution function is assumed for the temporal difference, i.e., the Ak’s
in eqn. (5.2a) are identity matrices. Alternatively, it is assumed that the
temporal difference between consecutive time-points are sparse in the spatial
dimension. Figure 5.1 shows magnitude of time-frames #17 and #18 from the
data set and the magnitude of difference between them. These time frames
are specifically chosen as they show the inflow of the contrast-enhanced blood
into the left-atrium as seen in the innovation signal in fig. 5.1b. To qualify
the sparsity of the innovation signal, power-law decay curves are plotted for
the voxel values of temporal-difference images. Figure 5.2 plots the power-
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Figure 5.2: Sparsity of innovation signal for myocardial perfusion data set.
law decay curves for two innovation images: 1) with least sparsity and, 2)
with sparsity close to the mean sparsity, where sparsity is measured as ratio
of number of voxels with intensity greater than 1% of maximum temporal-
difference intensity to the dimension of the image.
5.3.1.1 Linear Dynamical System based Recovery
Figure 5.3 shows the results for an image recovery using the proposed
linear dynamical system based fast MRI method for retrospective radial under-
sampling at an acceleration factor of R = 4. A sliding window of 4-samples
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(a) x0 (b) x̂0 (c) x0 − x̂0
(d) u1 (e) û1 (f) (u1, û1, 0) (g) x̂1 (h) x1 − x̂1
(i) u2 (j) û2 (k) (u2, û2, 0) (l) x̂2 (m) x2 − x̂2
(n) u3 (o) û3 (p) (u3, û3, 0) (q) x̂3 (r) x3 − x̂3
Figure 5.3: Image recovery using the proposed linear dynamical system model based
method for radial under-sampling at an acceleration factor of R = 4. (a), (b) Oracle
and true initial state estimate for time-frame #16 and their difference magnitude
shown in (c). (d), (i) & (n) true innovation for time-frames #17, #18 and #19,
respectively. (e), (j) & (o) recovered innovations, (f), (k) & (p) visual qualification
of recovered innovations (yellow: correctly detected, red: missed, green:spurious
detections). (g), (l) & (q) recovered images and, (h), (m) & (r) error images.
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(k in (5.4a)) is used. The initial state (x̂16 in fig. 5.3b) is estimated using the
sliding window technique which combines the under-sampled data from all four
time-points to yield a smooth estimate. Figures 5.3a and 5.3c show the oracle
initial state and the error of the initial state estimation, respectively. Figures
5.3d-5.3h show the zoomed true innovation, recovered innovation, innovation-
match rgb image, recovered image and error image for the time-frame #17.
Similar images are shown for time-frames #18 in figs. 5.3i-5.3m and #19 in
figs. 5.3n-5.3r. Error images are scaled from zero to 10% of the maximum
image intensity in the time-series. The innovation-match image is generated
by assigning to the red- and green-channel of an rgb-image as the true and
recovered innovation images divided by their mean image, respectively. Thus,
the innovation-match image shows strong yellow for exactly recovered voxels,
red for missed voxels and green for spuriously detected voxels. Note, in the
proposed approach the innovation signal is recovered (û1−3)’s and is added to
the previously estimated image (x̂0−2) to obtain the new image estimate (x̂1−3).
Since, the initial estimate is different from true initialization the innovation-
match image in fig. 5.3f shows large regions of red and green voxels. However,
within few sliding-window steps as the image recovery improves the fidelity
(reduced red and green voxels) of innovation-match image improves too. The
improvement in the fidelity can also been seen in the error images (figs 5.3h,
5.3m and 5.3r).
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(a) Ref #17→ (b) (16.9dB,0.88) (c) (13.0dB,0.78) (d) LDS Error#18
(e) Innovation (f) LDS (g) WAV (h) Ref. #18
(i) Ref. #18→ (j) (16.8dB,0.90) (k) (13.4dB,0.83) (l) WAV Error#18
Figure 5.4: Comparison of image recovery using the proposed method and a
Wavelet-sparsity based CS technique at an acceleration factor of R = 4. (a) shows
the zoomed-in region from the reference image (f) of time-point#17. (i) shows the
reference zoomed region from time-point#18. (e) shows the difference between (a)
and (i) which corresponds to the innovation in the linear dynamical system model.
The second and third column show the recovered images and innovations for pro-
posed LDS and the WAV technique, respectively. Performance for each technique is
reported as pairs (SNR, SSIM) below the corresponding recovered images. (d) and
(l) show the error images for the LDS (time-point#17) and WAV (time-point#18)
technique, respectively.
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5.3.1.2 Comparison with Spatial-only CS Recovery
Figure 5.4 shows the results for a retrospective variable density 2DFT
under-sampling experiment at an acceleration factor of R = 4. Image re-
covery results are also shown for the standard Wavelet sparsity based CS
technique [87]. For reasons of convenience the experimental results for the
proposed technique will be referred to as LDS and for the Wavelet sparsity
based CS technique as WAV. For the LDS method, a sliding window of 4-
samples (k in (5.4a)) is used and the initial state estimate x̂0 is obtained by
combining data from all time-points in the first sliding window and a taking
a Fourier transform of it. Recovered images for two consecutive time-points
(17 and 18) and the true and recovered innovation signal (u17 in (5.2a)) are
shown for both the LDS and WAV techniques. The LDS technique estimates
the innovation signal in fig. 5.4f using composite under-sampled data from
4-time-points and uses it to estimate fig. 5.4j from fig. 5.4b. The WAV
technique treats each time-point independently and the innovation shown in
5.4g is calculated post-image-recovery. The LDS technique outperforms the
WAV technique qualitatively and quantitatively as it inherently accounts for
the temporal correlations which are not exploited in the WAV technique. The
LDS technique shows much reduced under-sampling artifacts than the WAV
technique, this can be observed in the error images of figs. 5.4d and 5.4h.
Again, this can be attributed to sharing of k-space information through the
used time-evolution model which is absent in the WAV technique.
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(a) (18.1dB,0.88) (b) LDS Innova-
tion
(c) (18.1dB,0.90) (d) LDS Error#18
(e) (13.7dB,0.83) (f) HYPR Innova-
tion
(g) (14.5dB,0.86) (h) HYPR Error#18
Figure 5.5: Comparison of image recovery using the proposed method and the
HYPR at an acceleration factor of R = 4. (a) and (e) show a zoomed-in region
from recovered images for time-point #17 for the LDS and the HYPR technique,
respectively. Similarly, (c) and (g) show the region from recovered images for time-
point #18. Corresponding innovations are shown in (b) and (f). Performance for
each technique is reported as pairs (SNR, SSIM) below the corresponding recovered
images. (d) and (h) show the error images for the time-point#18 for the LDS and
HYPR technique, respectively.
5.3.1.3 Comparison with Temporal Redundancy based Recovery
Technique
Figure 5.5 shows the results for the radial under-sampling experiments
at an acceleration factor of R = 4 for the LDS and the HYPR [94] techniques
are shown. To reduce redundancy, only the recovered images, innovation and
error images are shown. However, results are presented for the same time-
points (# 17 and 18) as shown in figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Similar to the 2DFT
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experiments, the LDS method uses a sliding window of 4-samples and uses the
image recovered using the HYPR technique as the initial state estimate x̂0. In
fig. 5.5, for both techniques no visible radial streaking artifacts are observed
as they both use raw-data from multiple time-points to estimate each image.
The HYPR technique recovers a composite image for the sliding window us-
ing filtered back-projection and multiplies it with a different weight image
for each time-point to recover the corresponding image. The weight image
is determined separately for each time-point using unfiltered back-projection
reconstruction of the composite image data and the under-sampled time-point
data. The composite HYPR image results in smoothing of details and edges
as seen in figs. 5.5e, 5.5f and 5.5g. This loss at edges is results in high errors
at edges in fig. 5.5h. On the contrary, the proposed LDS technique uses com-
bined data to estimate the innovation signal with sparsity constraint which
does not adversely effects the image details. The LDS error image in fig. 5.5d
shows discrepancies which are not localized to edges.
All the results presented in figs. 5.4 and 5.5 use a sliding window of
size k = 4. However, in (5.7), a different k (usually higher) can be selected
at the expense of the increased dimensionality of the inverse problem. This
increase in problem-size is also accompanied with a corresponding increase
in the amount of sampled data available (ỹ). Thus, no significant change in
recovery performance should occur if the sparsity of innovations (in (5.7)) was
constant across time. However, this is not true for physiological functions
and therefore increasing the sliding window size k should result in changes in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Performance characterization of the LDS technique for varying sliding
window sizes on the In vivo myocardial perfusion data set. (a) SNR versus time
curve for the LDS recovery at an acceleration of R = 6. (b) SNR (µ ± σ) versus
acceleration curves for three different window sizes.
performance metrics. Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained for radial under-
sampling experiments on the in vivo myocardial perfusion data for varying
sliding window sizes. Figure 5.6a plots the SNR versus time curve for the
proposed LDS technique for sliding window (SW) sizes: 4, 6 and 8 and the
HYPR technique (SW= 4)at an acceleration factor of R = 6 with dotted-lines
showing the corresponding mean SNR values. For this data set, the recovery
performance increases as the sliding window size is increased at R = 6. Figure
5.6b plots the (mean±std. deviation) SNR values for three different sliding
window sizes at varying acceleration factors. For this data set a recovery
performance boost of 1dB is observed as sliding window size is increased from
4 to 8.
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Figure 5.7: (µ ± σ) SNR (in dB) versus acceleration (R) curve for the proposed
LDS, the HYPR and the WAV techniques on the in-vivo myocardial perfusion data
set.
Figure 5.7 characterizes the performance of the LDS (radial and 2DFT
under-sampling), the HYPR and the WAV techniques over the complete data
set as a function of acceleration (R) in terms of the SNR. Based on fig. 5.7,
following observations can be made: 1) radial under-sampling experiments per-
form better the VDF acquisitions for the proposed LDS technique, this can be
attributed to relatively higher energy in the central k-space for the given data
set which is sampled relatively more densely for the radial under-sampling,
2) LDS technique recovers dynamic images with higher SNR than both the
HYPR and the WAV technique. These observations are simple extension of
the results previously seen in figs. 5.4 and 5.5.
First-pass myocardial perfusion MRI is used to detect and evaluate
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(a) HYPR (b) LDS
Figure 5.8: Time-series plot of averaged signal intensity for recovered (at R = 6)
and reference images for the in-vivo myocardial perfusion dataset.
ischemic heart disease [42]. Regional perfusion defects can be detected by an-
alyzing the signal variability in an image time-series. A high temporal and
spatial resolution is required to accurately localize the defected tissue [42].
Thus, to assess the applicability of a fast technique for myocardial perfusion
imaging, time series plots of averaged signal intensity in selected blood pool
and myocardium regions are critically evaluated. Figures 5.8a and 5.8b com-
pare the time-series plots of averaged signal intensity in selected blood pool
and myocardium regions in reference images with that of the recovered images
at acceleration R = 6 using the LDS and the HYPR techniques, respectively.
The selected blood pool (in red) and myocardium (in green) regions are shown
in Figs. 5.4a. As expected, the time series curve for recovered images using
the LDS scheme follows the reference curve more closely than the curve for
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the HYPR sampling scheme.
5.3.1.4 Comparison with Spatio-Temporal Techniques
As stated earlier, there have been many techniques for improving the
dynamic MRI speeds based on exploiting the redundancy in the spatio-temporal
k-space data. Thus, to fully evaluate the efficacy of the LDS technique, its
performance should be compared with that of the others. However, given the
large number of techniques, a one-to-one comparison with all of them is im-
possible. In this paper, the LDS technique is compared with four techniques
which are very distinctive from the LDS technique and also from one another.
The four techniques are: 1) Kalman filtering, 2) k-t Sparse, 3) k-t FOCUSS
and 4) Low-rank plus sparse matrix. A brief description of these techniques is
provided below.
Kalman filter: In [118, 120], the traditional Kalman filter (Eq. (2.21))
is used to continuously update the current image using the evolution model
Ak and the sampled data. The Kalman filter updates require matrix inversion
which for nominal sized images can be computationally intensive. To make
the Kalman solution tractable, incorrect physical assumptions: 1) indepen-
dence among voxels in the innovations uk in Eq. (5.2) and, 2) kroncekar-delta
function for power spectral density of non-Cartesian acquisitions are made in
[118, 120]. In [39], the approach of [118, 120] is extended to Cartesian acquisi-
tions, however it retains the unrealistic assumptions of [118, 120] for a tractable
solution.
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k-t Sparse: In [41, 90] sparsity in the wavelet transform domain and
the temporal Fourier domain is used in the spatial and the temporal dimension,
respectively. The temporal Fourier is ideal to sparsify periodic functions.
k-tFOCUSS: In [66, 67] encodes the redundancy in the temporal di-
mension using prediction schemes and in a subsequent step, uses the sparsity
of the residual time-series to recover images. In the prediction step, the near-
static image locations image locations are approximated either as temporal
average over the acquired time-series or merely as the closest image patch
from fully sampled reference images.
Low-Rank plus Sparse Matrix: In [102] it is argued that the time-
frames in dynamic MRI can be separated into two components when the in-
dividual time-points are arranged as columns of a large matrix. A low-rank
component which corresponds to the information which is correlated in time
and the second sparse component which captures the fast temporal dynamics
and can be represented sparsely in a select domain. For example, in cardiac
CINE studies, the motion in the images can be sparsified in the temporal
Fourier domain due to its periodic nature. Using these constraints the signal
can be recovered from its under-sampled observations. Few studies have also
used only the rank-deficiency [85, 143], however they have been shown to be
outperformed by the low-rank plus sparse matrix based recovery techniques.
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show the image recovery on the in-vivo myocardial
perfusion data using five different techniques: 1) Kalman filter (KF) [39, 118,
120], 2) k-t Sparse [41], 3) k-t FOCUSS [66], 3) Low-rank plus sparse matrix
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(a) (13.4,0.85) (b) KF (c) (d) (15.6,0.89)
(e) (15.8,0.78) (f) k-t Sparse (g) (h) (16.6,0.81)
(i) (19.1,0.88) (j) LDS (k) (l) (19.6,0.91)
Figure 5.9: Comparison of image recovery using five different spatio-temporal fast
dynamic MRI techniques at an acceleration of R = 4 (1 of 2). Each row shows results
for a technique which is mentioned in the second column. First col.: Zoomed-in
error images for time-point #17, Second col.: Zoomed-in innovation signal, Third
col.: Zoomed-in recovered images for time-point #18 and, Fourth col.: Error
images for time-point #18. Image recovery performance metrics are mentioned as
(SNR (dB), SSIM) pairs below the error images.
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(a) (16.4,0.88) (b) k-tFOCUSS (c) (d) (17.6,0.91)
(e) (18.0,0.89) (f) L+S (g) (h) (19.0,0.92)
(i) (19.1,0.88) (j) LDS (k) (l) (19.6,0.91)
Figure 5.10: Comparison of image recovery using five different spatio-temporal fast
dynamic MRI techniques at an acceleration of R = 4 (2 of 2). Each row shows results
for a technique which is mentioned in the second column. First col.: Zoomed-in
error images for time-point #17, Second col.: Zoomed-in innovation signal, Third
col.: Zoomed-in recovered images for time-point #18 and, Fourth col.: Error
images for time-point #18. Image recovery performance metrics are mentioned as
(SNR (dB), SSIM) pairs below the error images.
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(L+S) [102] and, 5) the proposed LDS technique. For all techniques, the
reference data is under-sampled retrospectively using the radial scheme. For
the k-t FOCUS, (L+S) and, LDS technique a sliding window of eight samples
is used. For the KF and LDS technique the initial states are reconstructed
from the union of k-space data from first four time-points. Similar to previous
experiments, results are presented for the time-points #17 and #18. The error
images are threshold-ed at 10% of maximum image intensity.
Figures 5.9a-5.9d show the results for the KF technique. As stated
earlier, the KF technique assumes the innovations to be Gaussian distributed.
With this it is assumed that the physiological functions produce some ex-
tremely large variations between consecutive time-points which is unrealistic.
This assumption can result in signal spike errors as seen in figs 5.9c & 5.9d
where isolated white voxels appear in the ventricle.
Figures 5.9e-5.9h show the results for the k-t Sparse technique. In
the k-t Sparse technique use of additional sparsity constraint in the temporal
Fourier dimension improves upon the recovery using spatial-sparsity alone.
The results for spatial-sparsity-only (WAV) were presented in fig. 5.4. A one-
to-one comparison cannot be made between the error images of figs 5.4l and
5.9h as they come from different time-points and also the under-sampling is
different. However, in the k-t Sparse errors the aliasing artifacts are reduced
compared to the errors in the WAV technique.
Figures 5.10a-5.10d show the results for the k-t FOCUSS technique
and figs 5.10i-5.10l show those for the LDS technique. These two techniques
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of compressibility of system innovations between the LDS
technique (blue) and the k-t FOCUSS technique (red) in the myocardial perfusion
data. The rate-of-decay of pixel values is used as a measure of image compressibility.
Solid-line: least compressible time-point, dashed-line: mean of rate-of-decay curves
over all time-points.
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are comparable, in the sense that in both the techniques, for each time-point
k a sparse difference image is recovered. In k-t FOCUSS technique this dif-
ference image is with respect to a temporally averaged image whereas in the
LDS technique its with respect to the image recovered at time-point k − 1.
Thus, the difference image is expected to be relatively more compressible for
the LDS technique as compared to that for the k-t FOCUSS technique. Fig-
ure 5.11 plots the rate of decay curves for difference images of the myocardial
data set for the LDS (blue) and the k-t FOCUSS (red) techniques. Two
rate of decay curves are plotted for each technique: solid-line for the least
sparse time-point and, dashed-line for the mean of rate-of-decay curves for all
time-points. Clearly, the difference images for the LDS technique are more
compressible than those for the k-t FOCUSS technique. This improved com-
pressibility of difference image is reflected in the improved signal recovery for
the LDS technique over that of the k-t FOCUSS technique. In general, for
the selected time-points the order among the four techniques for increasing
recovery performance is: KF, k-t Sparse, k-t FOCUSS and LDS.
Figures 5.10e-5.10h show the results for the low-rank plus sparse (L+S)
recovery technique. At the selected acceleration of R= 4 the proposed LDS
method performs marginally better than the (L+S) technique. For the results
shown more pronounced errors are seen for the (L+S) technique in figs. 5.10e
and 5.10h.
To quantify the statistical relevance of the results presented in figs. 5.9
and 5.10, figure 5.12 plots the mean signal-to-noise (in dB) versus acceleration
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Figure 5.12: (µ±σ) SNR (in dB) versus acceleration (R) curve for the five different
spatio-temporal fast MRI techniques on the in-vivo myocardial perfusion data set.
curves for the five techniques over the complete myocardial perfusion data set.
Error bars reflect the standard deviation of the observed values. The proposed
LDS technique outperforms the other four techniques at all accelerations ex-
cept the (L+S) technique at low-acceleration. This can be attributed to the
high-density of k-space in the central regions.
5.3.2 Cardiac CINE Imaging
This section presents image recovery results using the proposed fast
MRI technique on an in-vivo cardiac cine data set (complex raw data) [66].
The cine data was acquired from 1.5T Philips scanner with a k-t measurement
size of 256x256x25 . The field of view (FOV) was 345mm x 270mm and the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: Cardiac CINE data set. (a) A sample time-frame from the data
set (b) A voxel (shown in red in (a)) time-series from the modified data set where
green-solid represents the original time-series and red-dashed represents the modified
pseudo-periodic data.
slice thickness was 10 mm. The acquisition sequence was steady-state free
precession (SSFP) with a flip angle of 50 degree and TR= 3.45 msec. The
heart frequency was 66 bpm and the retrospective cardiac gating was used.
To demonstrate the generalizability of the proposed linear dynamical
system model based fMRI technique image recovery results are presented for
few different evolution functions. In order to learn the state-transition matrices
Ak’s for the additional evolution functions the original complex data set is
modified to yield additional time-points. Specifically, 3D cubic interpolation
is used to add 3-cardiac cycles resulting in a total of 100 time-frames. Figure
5.13a shows a sample image from the original data set. A time-series from the
modified data is shown in fig. 5.13b for the voxel marked in red in fig. 5.13a.
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In addition, to the time-series from modified data set the original time-series
(replicated 4 times) is also shown. The modified data adds a slow, fast and
faster phases.
5.3.2.1 Evolution Functions and Innovation Sparsity
For cardiac CINE data set, three evolution functions are evaluated for
the proposed linear dynamical system model based fast MRI formulation. The
three evolution functions are:
• Temporal difference: Assumes that the changes between consecutive
time-samples are sparse in the spatial space, i.e., Ak’s are identity ma-
trices.
• Temporal AR2: Assumes that each voxel is independent of all other
voxels and its time-series is periodic can be modeled using a second-order
auto-regressive model, i.e., xk = A1xk−1 + A2xk−2, where A1 and A2 are
diagonal matrices.
• Spatio-temporal AR2: Assumes that each nxn voxel neighborhood is
coupled and can be modeled using an AR2 model with no assumption
on the underlying structure of A matrices. In this chapter, all results
are presented for n=3.
To learn the matrices A1,2’s for the temporal AR2 and spatio-temporal
AR2 functions, first 50 samples from the modified data set were chosen as
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(a) temporal Diff. (b) temporal AR2
(c) spatio-temporal AR2 (d) Innovation sparsity
Figure 5.14: Comparison of compressibility of system innovations for various time-
evolution functions for the cardiac CINE data set.
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the training samples and a least-squares estimation algorithm was used [115].
Based on the estimated matrices true innovation signals are calculated for the
two AR2 evolution functions. Figure 5.14 shows the innovation signals for
the three evolution functions and a comparison of their compressibility using
the power-law decay curves. In fig. 5.14d decay curves are plotted for signals
close to mean compressibility over the complete data set. The spatio-temporal
AR2 results in highest mean-compressibility of innovation signal followed by
temporal AR2 and then temporal difference evolution function. This order of
mean compressibility can be also be observed in the innovation images shown
for time-point #55.
Figure 5.15 plots the (mean ± std. deviation) SNR versus acceleration
curves for the image recovery performance on the last 50 test samples of the
cardiac data set using the three evolution schemes. In these experiments the
initial state estimates are obtained from the true data set. Results are pre-
sented for the oracle based initialization, as for sliding window based initial
state estimates, the currently used non-linear conjugate gradient descent al-
gorithm with backtracking line-search algorithm shows error-propagation for
the spatio-temporal AR2 evolution function. A new algorithm capable of han-
dling sliding window based initial estimates for spatio-temporal AR2 evolution
function will be developed as future work. As expected the recovery perfor-
mance degrades in the following order: spatio-temporal AR2, temporal AR2
and temporal difference.
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Figure 5.15: Characterization of recovery performance for different evolution-
functions based LDS method on the cardiac CINE data set. Oracle initialization
are used.
5.3.2.2 Comparison with Spatio-Temporal Techniques
Similar to results presented in section 5.3.1.4, the recovery performance
for the temporal AR2 and temporal difference evolution functions is compared
with previous spatio-temporal techniques. In these experiments, for the LDS
based recovery methods, initial estimates are obtained using the sliding win-
dow recovery technique. Based on results from sec. 5.3.1.4, the low-rank plus
sparse matrix (L+S) completion and k-t FOCUSS technique are chosen for
comparison as they performed the best for the in-vivo data set. Figures 5.16a
plots the (mean ± std. deviation) SNR versus acceleration for the four tech-
niques on the last 50 test samples of the modified data set. Similarly, fig.
5.16b plots the (mean ± std. deviation) SSIM versus acceleration curves. The
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(a) SNR vs. R (b) SSIM vs. R
Figure 5.16: Image recovery performance characterization for various spatio-
temporal fast MRI techniques on the cardiac CINE data set. (mean ± std. de-
viation) over the complete data set are plotted.
(L+S) technique uses temporal-Fourier transform to sparsify the signal in the
S matrix. For this data set the (L+S) technique outperforms the temporal-
difference based LDS technique as the sparse decomposition captures the peri-
odic cardiac motion well. However, the proposed LDS method with temporal
AR2 outperforms all other techniques at all acceleration factors.
5.4 Conclusions
This chapter presents a novel dynamic MR imaging model which com-
bines the linear dynamic system formulation and sparse representations. Specif-
ically, the proposed model assumes a prior knowledge of a time-evolution model
for the underlying physiological imaging function and enforces the model er-
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rors (innovations) to be sparse. Further, the dynamic imaging problem is
rearranged as the tractable basis pursuit denoising problem. Preliminary re-
sults for dynamic MRI recovery experiments on in-vivo myocardial perfusion
and cardiac CINE data sets are better than the previously established fast




This thesis focuses on implementing sparse recovery methods and mod-
ifications to the underlying MR signal encoding formulations to achieve high
speed MRI . Throughout the thesis I have presented results on dynamic MR
applications where there is an imminent need to improve the imaging speeds.
Below is a summary of my contributions.
In my first contribution I proposed a modification of the MR signal
encoding formulation for compressed sensing MRI methods. The novel signal
encoding formulation modulated the spatial magnetization prior to acquisi-
tions using SPAMM tagging radio-frequency pulses. Improvements of ∼3dB
are observed for the tagging based signal encoding over that of the variable
density 2D under-sampling scheme on a T2-weighted brain data set for the
total variation norm sparsity prior. Further I combined this formulation with
an image-details redundancy encoding scheme. A dictionary learned for sparse
representation of image-patches was used to encode the redundancy in high
frequency details. The combined sparse recovery method yielded a boost of
∼5dB over that of the seminal CS MRI technique based on Wavelet sparsity
and variable density 2D under-sampling.
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In my second contribution I proposed using dual echo spiral variants
for high resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging of human superior
colliculus (SC). High resolution imaging of SC is limited by low SNR and low
functional CNR. Spiral trajectories are fast due to their efficient use of gradient
systems. Therefore acquiring two echoes using fast spiral trajectories reduces
noise in high resolution imaging. Dual echo variants: in-in, in-out and out-out
were evaluated. All sequences were compared relative to a single-echo spiral-
out as the reference trajectory. In SC, the dual-echo out-out outperformed
the reference trajectory by 55% in CNR, while other trajectories had perfor-
mance similar to the reference. The sequences were also compared in early
visual cortex. Here, both dual-echo spiral out-out and in-out outperformed
the reference by ∼25%. Thus, dual-echo spiral variants offer improved CNR
performance for high-resolution imaging for both SC and cortex.
In my third contribution I proposed a linear dynamical system based
fast dynamic MRI formulation. The new formulation combined the spatio-
temporal evolution models for physiological functions with sparse recovery
techniques. Specifically, the evolution model errors were assumed to be sparse
and recovered from under-sampled data. The evolution model allowed for
inherent coupling of spatio-temporal redundancies in the dynamic MR func-
tion resulting in higher compressibility of the innovation signal as opposed to
spatial- or temporal-only redundancy methods. The proposed formulation re-
sulted in performance improvement of >∼2dB in SNR over that of a temporal
data sharing method HYPR on a dynamic myocardial data set.
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Future Work
Tuning of acquisition sequences: In my second contribution I tuned
sequence trajectories to find the optimal echo time at which the sequence
yielded the maximum functional CNR. The tuning process involved fitting of
parabola curves to empirical function CNR values for various echo times on
a single subject. This tuning process is time consuming, subject dependent,
trajectory specific and expensive. A theoretical model for functional CNR
based on individual contrast and noise models will allow us to use any sequence
at its peak functional sensitivity. Consequently, this should lead to optimal
use of sequences across different functional imaging applications.
Adaption of time-evolution model: In my third contribution I
have assumed that a prior known spatio-temporal time evolution model is
available for the underlying physiological process being imaged. In reality,
the physiological functions slowly vary over time and adapting the evolution
model to the changes will ensure a high compressibility of system innovations.
Thus, a suggestion to allow the evolution model to vary with time and update
the model at every iteration.
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